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ABSTRACT
LINKAGES BETWEEN CONCENTRATED ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATION (CAFO)
EXPANSION AND COUNTY BOARD POLITICS IN RURAL ILLINOIS
Eric A. Sterling, MA
Department of Anthropology
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Kendall Thu, Advisor
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) are rapidly expanding in rural
Illinois. This research explores the political power linkages between county boards and
corporate entities in four Illinois counties. The hypothesis is that collusion and impropriety
within county board politics and CAFO expansion in rural Illinois are attributed to
stakeholder influence and power at the local county government level. My research revealed a
connection between ownership of CAFOs, county board political power, and endorsement of
expansion. Utilizing Walter Goldschmidt’s method of a controlled comparison, the research
analyzes two CAFO inundated counties (Pike and Adams) with two less affected counties
(LaSalle and Peoria).
Considering the political nature of the research, data collection was forced into
engaging secondary text sources to study up, down, and sideways on local government
officials. The documents analyzed were public information meeting transcripts, county board
meeting transcripts, municipal meeting transcripts, plat maps, public websites, and Freedom
of Information Act requests (FOIAs). FOIAs were obtained through government entities and

other confidential sources. Citizens are distressed by the proliferation of CAFOs. Through
interviews, participant observation, field notes, and archival work, the research indicates that
people have knowledge that social stratification is much greater in counties with CAFO
proliferation. Citizens that have CAFOs built in close proximity to their property are angered
by the permitting system. Considering the amount of pollution and social degradation
connected to rapid expansion from livestock farming in Illinois, this research on the linkages
between corporate agribusiness and county board politics fills a gap previously overlooked by
anthropologists.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In this thesis I use a political ecology framework to augment the lean anthropological
literature on US agriculture by investigating local political power in four Illinois counties.
Particularly, I examine how industrial swine production in two counties (Pike and Adams)
influence local government compared with two less affected counties (LaSalle and Peoria). I
hypothesize that in the swine inundated counties, local government bodies and agents exhibit
noticeable political influence from the industry.
Who are the powerful groups/individuals implementing policies in the four county
study? How transparent are county board meetings and protocols? Why has Pike County in
particular experienced such rapid Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFO)
expansion? These are questions I address in this ethnographic research. The current food
system manufactures inexpensive food, but at massive public costs. The externalities of the
current swine production system are perpetrated upon impoverished rural areas in Illinois in a
variety of ways. These include air and water pollution, health risks, the social division of
communities, and increased social stratification. There have been many studies analyzing the
deleterious effects of industrial agriculture (Lobao 1990; Lobao and Stofferahn 2007), but few
examine local county government and corporate collusion and the resulting impropriety.
Varying agricultural licenses and management plans for spreading liquid manure; breeding,
managing, and selling livestock provide a network of agreements and interconnections in
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livestock agribusiness. These interconnections are not supposed to be held in secrecy by any
government official or their family member(s). Government officials should publicly disclose
these vested interests on their statements of economic interest, and abstain from voting on
issues concerning business practices in which they have a personal or familial vested interest.
The secret they keep is the collusion, the linkages are the connections, associations,
interconnections, articulations, and assemblages that come from industry groups,
corporations, government agencies, and governmental agents.
A conflict of interest has emerged in Pike and Adams Counties since government
officials represent their own economic well-being and not the health and safety of their
respective constituencies. The government and its elected officials should act in good faith on
the public’s behalf. The contesters of CAFOs in these inundated counties become angry when
they continue to expand. Even though there has been intense public opposition to these
facilities, the corporate and government collusion inherent in the system disregards these
sentiments. As CAFOs expand rapidly in rural Illinois, people who live in close proximity
usually contest them.
This research is rooted in cultural political ecology. The “theoretical background”
begins with Julian Steward’s (1955) theory of cultural ecology. Steward researched how
cultures attribute meaning and value to their understanding of the environment. In the 1960s,
Neofunctionalism focused on the modeling of system-level interactions, particularly negative
feedback. Steward’s student Eric Wolf (1972) popularized the term “political ecology” as a
critique of cultural ecology and ecological anthropology. Political ecology explores the power
relations between society and nature embedded in social interests, institutions, and
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knowledge. Thu and Durrenberger (1998, 16-17) claim that the lack of research in political
ecology has left a gap in understanding industrial agriculture. Barbara Rose Johnston (2011,
3-5) explained that environmental social justice aims to transform the decision-making
structure, to empower people living with problems in order to gain greater control in defining
the themes of a crisis.
Anthropologists have sporadically studied industrial agriculture since the 1940s.
Walter Goldschmidt (1978) argued that among other harmful community outcomes, largescale farming negatively affects local stratification patterns. Utilizing Goldschmidt’s (1978,
392-393) approach of a controlled comparative analysis, this research analyzed two counties
(Pike and Adams) experiencing accelerated expansion and two counties lacking rapid
expansion (Peoria and LaSalle). Political ecology is the theoretical framework for the project.
This study addresses a gap in the literature by examining county board collusion with CAFO
expansion. County governments provide important services that regulate local economic
development, and serve as responsible parties for social health and safety. CAFOs produce
copious amounts of waste, spread infectious disease, and pollute air and water. Government
officials who have partial ownership of CAFOs become complicit through their involvement
with corporations.
Citizens who have contested CAFOs are distressed by their proliferation. Through
interviews, participant observation, field notes, and archival work the research has indicated
that people have knowledge that social stratification is much greater in counties with CAFO
proliferation. Citizens that have CAFOs built in close proximity to their houses or family
farms are angered by the permitting system. Considering the amount of pollution and social
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degradation connected to rapid expansion from industrial livestock farming in Illinois,
research on the linkages between corporate agribusiness and county board politics is greatly
needed.
My research found that key agribusiness stakeholders who hold county government
positions are promoting their economic interests while posing risks to the public. The
corporate structure of vertical integration is a cultural construct. As outside agribusiness
interests increase control over local government decision-making, the public becomes less
involved in their community. The ratio of vested interest in Pike and Adams Counties from
County Board stakeholders indicate that influence and power at the local county government
level is facilitating CAFO expansion.

CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL LITERATURE
Cultural Ecology
Julian Steward’s theory of cultural ecology focused on the interdependence and
interaction between nature and culture as stimulation for technical innovation and cultural
change. His materialist anthropology focused on a multifaceted interrelationship between
culture and ecology. Steward researched how cultures attribute meaning and value to their
understanding of the environment. The strength of this argument is the explanation of how
people adapt to local climate, drought, and rainfall. In Theory of Culture Change, Steward
introduced essential ideas underlying cultural ecology, emphasizing the concept of the culture
core (Steward 1955). Steward’s concept of cultural adaptation was important, directing
anthropologists away from the tautological argument that only culture can explain culture.
Steward conceived of this core in opposition to what he considered the periphery of a
society. He claimed that the core includes the sectors of a society such as politics and religion
that interact directly with a techno-economic base. Identifying cultures that share parallels in
development of form and function was an important consideration for Steward. Such was the
case for arid and semi-arid environments, whereby the economic basis for adaptation was
irrigation and floodwater agriculture. Steward argued that these consistencies stem from
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similar natural environments, and not from universal stages of cultural development or
diffusion (Steward 1955). For Steward, this was the impetus for cultural change.
Steward proposed a methodology in which the anthropologist must look for parallel
developments in detail for specifically identified societies. Steward referred to these as culture
types such as the patrilineal band and feudalism. The interrelationship of production
technology must be analyzed within the context of behavior patterns and the environment.
Once parallels in development are identified, one must then look for similar causal
explanations for culture change. Steward (1955) tried to explain the choices made by cultures
presented to them by their history and environment. Cultural elements must be selected in
relationship to a problem, and to a frame of reference. He emphasized ecological aspects as a
central but not exclusive factor in shaping culture change.
Steward's prevailing concern was not to define cultural ecology, but rather to
understand the processes of culture evolution (Bohannan and Glazer, 1988, 399). Eric Wolf
(1972, 15) called this multilineal model of cultural evolution a process of successive
branching into higher levels of integration. Critics argue that cultures should be researched
using more particular case studies. A paradigm shift ensued in the 1960s, whereby
anthropologists scientifically researched cultural functions of religion and ritual in order to
adapt to the local ecosystem.
Neofunctionalism
Neofunctionalism emphasizes techno-environmental forces, especially environment,
ecology, and population. Roy Rappaport and Andrew Vayda each made important
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contributions to new theorization in the 1960s. They focused on the ecosystem approach,
systems functioning, and the flow of energy (Langness 1997, 129-132). In Pigs for the
Ancestors: Ritual in the Ecology of a New Guinea People, Rappaport (2000, 11-12) examined
the Tsembaga Maring in New Guinea. Rappaport gave careful attention to concepts derived
from biological ecology, such as carrying capacity, limiting factors, homeostasis, and
adaptation. It shifted the analytic focus away from evolution and toward explaining the
existence of particular parts of particular cultures in terms of the adaptive or systemmaintaining functions of those parts. Thus, the Maring kaiko ritual prevented the degradation
of the natural environment. The strength of this theory was to ground anthropology in
empirical evidence and scientific explanations (Rappaport 2000, 5-7). A weakness of this
approach is that the analysis is based on data that describe situations at a single point in time.
Both Vayda and Rappaport tried to explain how diverse cultural beliefs operate as
self-regulating adaptations to the environment. Vayda (Vayda and Walters 1999) promoted
the term homeostasis to describe the notion of equilibrium and maintenance of system
properties like resilience. Vayda wanted to distance his work from Rappaport’s, which he
claimed promoted the static equilibrium of a culture within an ecosystem. Historical change
and human agency were deemed extraneous in these ecosystem models.
Vayda’s quest for appropriate ways to explain human-environment phenomena has
often been critical of existing approaches in anthropology. In the 1960s when cultural ecology
was in vogue, he argued for a human ecology instead, and was a leader in the development of
systems approaches to human-environment relations (Vayda and Walters 1999). In recent
years, Vayda has taken on widely held assumptions about the nature and culture of
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explanation in human environmental research. Vayda has been highly critical of holism,
essentialism, and systems thinking (Walters and McCay 2008, 2-3). By first adhering to
Neofunctionalism and then criticizing it, Vayda helped nuance the theory beyond the mere
occurrence of an organizations adaptation to the local ecosystem into the broader theory of
Political Ecology.
Political Ecology
Steward’s student Eric Wolf (1972) popularized the term “political ecology” as a
critique of cultural ecology and ecological anthropology. He claimed that the new field should
contextualize local ecological realities within the broader political spectrum. Political ecology
explores power relations between society and nature embedded in social interests, institutions,
and knowledge. It is the field where power strategies are deployed to deconstruct the
unsustainable modern rationality and to mobilize social actions. The aim is the construction of
a sustainable future in the interweaving of nature and culture (Escobar 1999). Political
ecology research should identify the stakeholders and major interest groups to expose
potential and actual conflicts that connect localities to the global marketplace.
Conrad Kottak’s (1999) article “The New Ecological Anthropology” examined how
indigenous groups have traditional ways of categorizing resources, regulating their use, and
preserving the environment. He described an ethnoecology as a society's traditional set of
environmental perceptions and its cultural model of the environment. The current world
features a degree of political and economic interconnectedness unparalleled in global history.
He claimed that working on local projects, and being engaged, provides sound analysis for
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conservation and development projects (Kottak 1999). Kottak claimed the role of today's
ecological anthropologist is as agent or advocate, and thus a facilitator of cultural change,
focusing on policies aimed at environmental preservation. According to Kottak, ecological
anthropologists should interact with and inform the groups they research, as they grapple with
complexity and change (Kottak 1999).
Barbara Rose Johnston (2011) explained that environmental social justice as part of
political ecology aims to transform the decision-making structures, and to empower people
living with problems in order to gain greater control over defining the themes of the crisis.
Today, economic ways of life are shaped and constrained by global, as well as local forces
and conditions. The loci of control over local resources are rarely in the local user’s hands.
Individual and group efforts to secure basic human environmental rights, conflict with broader
systemic efforts to administer and use environmental resources.
For Johnston (2010, 2011), political ecology has created a variety of different
disciplines, cultural settings and epistemological foundations to collaborate within a multidisciplinary framework. She explains that its strength comes from the innovative thinking that
has been expansive, eclectic and inclusive, although she also claims this has brought on
charges of incoherence. Since the 1970s, political ecology has advanced as an
interdisciplinary approach to complex human-environmental interactions (Biersack 2006).
Political ecology involves geographers, political scientists, environmental scientists, as well
as anthropologists. Networking with a variety of scientists and citizen interest groups can help
bolster anthropological research to expose marginality, vulnerability, and risk. My research
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aimed to demonstrate that the environment, agribusiness and governmental policies are
interrelated and implemented at the local level.
Arturo Escobar (2010) asserted that political ecology needed to redefine itself from its
original form. It is no longer a merger of cultural ecology and political economy, but a merger
of biological and medical anthropology, natural and physical science, including a
constructivist practice identifying real world problems. New concepts have given potency to
political ecology by working with NGOs (nongovernmental organizations), EJOs
(environmental justice organizations) and their networks. Political ecology has in turn helped
bolster multi-disciplinary momentum. The strength of political ecology is that it helps
redefine the field of anthropology, while also assisting in building social alliances with other
fields and grassroots activists (Martinez-Alier et al. 2014).
Researchers who study environmental injustices must be extremely diligent in their
research methods, with looming resentment from a commerce that is exposed by
environmental health research (Wing 2002). Critical medical anthropology as part of a
political ecology of environmental health research (Little 2013) illustrates how hegemony and
inequity are contested between authority and the public in determining health disputes. This
budding area of study aims to strengthen ecological disease knowledge inserting critical social
science and theory (Singer 2009). For instance, pandemics are defined as easily transmitted
diseases from person-to-person contact (from saliva) that will likely spread globally (McElroy
and Townsend 2015, 99). Many experts claim influenza-A is presently the paramount
pandemic disease threat to humanity (Barrelet et al. 2013; Gatherer 2009; Resnik 2013;
Pamlin and Armstrong 2015; Pike et al. 2014). The increasing size and proliferation of
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CAFOs has allowed influenza to reassort between birds, pigs, and humans at an alarming rate.
In these swine CAFOs, huge exhaust fans are used to blow particulate matter out of the
facilities, or the pigs may die from inhaling airborne toxins. Airborne genetic presence of
influenza-A virus from inside swine barns and downwind from the farms at distances up to
1.3 miles away have been detected (Corzo et al. 2013).
The health and welfare of human, animals, and the environment are inseparably
linked. Political ecology with a critical medical anthropology perspective provides a better
understanding of risk uncertainty and disputes. Thus my research becomes differentiated from
political economy by linking local county board members with a vested interest in CAFOs to
the increased ecological health risks to their constituents. According to Nancy ScheperHughes (1995), anthropologists who are privy to community activities that are generally
hidden, have an ethical duty to expose them. Rural health departments usually contain a few
county board members, and they all report directly to the county board. As absentee swine
integrators increase control over local county government decision-making, the public
becomes less involved in their communities, and the regional ecology suffers. Veiled power
of the State’s official records should be sought out in conducting political ecology research
(Little 2007). This research exposes how this is happening in Pike and Adams Counties,
Illinois.

CHAPTER 3
INDUSTRIAL AGRICULTURE
The history of anthropologist’s researching US industrial agriculture has been sparse.
Walter Goldschmidt (1978, xxx/[1947]) stated almost seventy years ago in his seminal book,
As You Sow: Three Studies in The Social Consequences of Agribusiness that corporations
were taking over agriculture from smallholder family farms. Goldschmidt argued that largescale farming negatively affects local stratification patterns. While doing a study for the
USDA, Goldschmidt (1978, xxvi) found that large corporate farms drain the life out of small
towns. They buy their feed and machinery from big chemical companies and borrow money
from large national banks. In turn, corporate farms buy up control of the available land and
drain the life out of small towns.
In the 1978 edition of the book, Goldschmidt (1978, 485) restated that big business
operators utilize the media to smother free inquiry, influence legislation to further their selfinterests, and discredit those who hold alternative views. Goldschmidt hypothesized (known
as the Goldschmidt hypothesis) that with an increase in corporate agriculture, communities
will begin to resemble a more urbanized society with unequal power relations and accentuated
social stratification. Goldschmidt’s conclusions that large-scale industrialized farms create a
variety of social problems for communities have been confirmed by a number of subsequent
studies (Lobao 1990; Lobao and Stofferahn 2007). The Farm Bureau and Agribusiness forced
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Goldschmidt out of the USDA and The Bureau of Agricultural Economics was eliminated in
an attempt to quash his findings and subsequent research (Rudy and Ten Eyck 2006).
Linda Lobao (1990) conducted a comprehensive national study comparing the
consequences of industrialized farming and small family farms in the US. The study included
community social disruption and health status data. The research examined the effects of three
different community farm structures: smaller family farms, larger family farms and
industrialized farming. The study examined relationships between industrial agriculture and
detrimental social outcomes across more than 3,000 US counties. The US Census Bureau
provided data on demographic, social, economic, and housing for the nation, states, and
counties from the American Community Survey (ACS). The federal government documents
income inequality in the United States by using the Gini coefficient to measure income
distribution and inequality across spatial units.
Confirming the Goldschmidt hypothesis, Lobao (2000) found that industrialized
farming was related to greater income inequality and greater poverty and lower family
income. Quality of local governance was drastically reduced. The public becomes less
involved as outside agribusiness interests increase control over local decision-making
(McMillan and Schulman 2003). The studies consistently concluded that moderate-size
family farms supply the greatest benefits to communities and that large industrialized farms
were the most detrimental (Lobao 2000; Lobao and Stofferahn 2007). In summarizing the
findings of over sixty years of social science research, Stofferahn (2006) reiterated
Goldschmidt and Labao’s conclusions. Stofferahn’s meta-analysis indicted industrialized
agriculture as a disrupter of the social fabric of rural communities. He claimed that
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environmental threats of CAFOs are likely to continue to create new patterns of haves and
have-nots.
Social control mechanisms that maintain inequality come in the form of governmental,
bureaucratic, and corporate organizations. County governments are the most rapidly
expanding sector of government in the United States (Kraybill and Lobao 2005). Expanded
responsibilities taken on by local governments have led to an assortment of outcomes.
Research on county government proceedings is inadequate and needs proper attention,
particularly for rural governments that have increasingly developed authority through
additional levers of power (Kraybill and Lobao 2005). County board political power and
vested interest of CAFO expansion are directly tied to the quality of life of their constituents.
Citizens as stakeholders are left out of the political triangle to endure the burden of
environmental injustices.
Organizational changes in farming accompany the growth of large-scale operations.
As they are a form of corporate legal organization, there is a movement in agribusiness
toward a more integrated industry, from farm to grocery, which results in contract production
and vertical integration. Vertical integration refers to the structure of consolidation by one
corporation. In the swine business, this style of growth and management control merges
supply of animals and feed, processing, and marketing have increasingly dominated the
industry. Examples of vertically integrated firms are large livestock corporations such as
Cargill and the Maschhoffs.
Vertical integration utilizes increased size to produce a greater share of the output of a
particular product or commodity. Contracting has put many small, independent livestock
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producers out of business. Large corporations determine methods and places of production for
livestock by owning the animals themselves, contracting with large producers, slaughtering
and processing the animals, and branding their products for retail sale (Stull and Broadway,
2004, 25). Processing firms increasingly contract with producers to provide them with
livestock. In the early 1980s, less than 5 percent of US hogs went to market under some type
of contract; in 2008, more than 88 percent were committed to packers through direct
ownership or contract arrangements (Stull and Broadway 2004, 26). According to Thu (2006),
this has provided a distinct structural shift in the sociocultural framework of rural America
and beyond. The global decline in farmers parallels the increase of multinational
agribusinesses, and should be a crucial area of research for agricultural anthropologists.
In the US, modern agriculture has changed into an industrial system where
agribusiness is subsidized to grow commodities like corn and soybeans. Worldwide, twothirds of the corn crop is feed for livestock. Swine production in the United States is
accelerating that trend (Manning 2004, 193-195). According to Manning (2004, 137), grain
surpluses are hidden in livestock feed. The distinction he draws between agriculture and
farming is with raising commodities and food. Manning (2004, 136) stated that nonsubsistence agriculture has created cascading social and environmental tragedies, and is
becoming more malevolent as industry and commodity agriculture fuse.
A clear example of industrial agriculture is the widespread emergence of concentrated
animal feeding operations (CAFOs). To be designated as a CAFO, a facility must first be
categorized as an animal feeding operation (AFO). An AFO is a livestock facility where
animals are held in confinement and fed or maintained for 45 or more days per year. Also, in
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the CAFO area, crops are not sustained over a standard growing period (IEPA 2015). Animal
feeding operations are classified as CAFOs when they enclose a particular number of animals,
or have animal waste that comes into contact with surface waters. To be categorized as a large
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO), the facility must contain at least 2,500
swine (each 55 pounds or more) or 10,000 swine (each under 55 pounds). A medium CAFO
contains between 750-2,499 swine (each 55 pounds or more) or 3,000-9,999 swine (each
under 55 pounds) (IEPA 2015). Swine CAFOs have become subject to hotly contested public
policy debates nation-wide.
OʼDriscoll (2009) argued that anthropology has paid little attention to US agriculture,
and industrial agriculture in particular. Anthropologists have customarily researched small
non-Western groups. Traditional tenure reward structures within anthropology made research
in the US less attractive because it was not “exotic” enough. Anthropologists largely
abandoned Goldschmidt’s work for many years, while rural sociologists continued to cite his
research on industrial agriculture. In a limited fashion, anthropologists rediscovered
Goldschmidt’s work on industrial agriculture in the 1980s. Robert Rhoades (1984) justifiably
argued for a reemergence of anthropological studies in agricultural research and development.
Thu and Durrenberger (1998) supplied the first significant academic work addressing the
restructuring of US hog production. They claimed the lack of research has facilitated the
underlying socioeconomic, political, and cultural processes that have transformed farming
into a system in which power over the control of production and distribution is highly
concentrated. This trend continues to grow, with new stakeholders in rural Illinois. Based on
the accounts by the contributors in their book, Thu and Durrenberger (1998, 158) argue that
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sustainable approaches should supplant the industrial paradigm, one that relies more on
people and less on land and capital.
One example of resurgent anthropological interest in US agriculture is Jane Adams’
(1994) work on family farms in Illinois. From 1982 through 1987, the number of farm owners
in Union County Illinois fell by eleven percent. By the mid-1980s it was generally recognized
that farm failures were the result of problems in the economic system. Midwest land grant
universities, agricultural economists, and industry media have argued that the US needed
fewer farmers (Adams 1994, 240-242). Jane Adams (1994, 5-11) mapped these changes in
farming practices, housing, communities, and gender roles in Illinois that occurred over 100
years. Her methods include oral histories, diaries, photos, and documents obtained from seven
family farms of Union County Illinois. Adams documents the industrialization of agriculture,
government policies, and the depopulation of the countryside. According to Adams, since the
1960s, small Illinois towns have lost retailers, drugstores, schools, and other services (Adams
1994, 234-235).
Peggy Barlett (1993, 8) conducted a similar county study in Dodge County Georgia.
Barlett (1993, 3-4) researched Georgia farmers’ survival during the farm crisis and how the
activities of non-agricultural organizations and policy have had unfortunate consequences on
agricultural production and culture. Families disguise their participation in the global pork
commodities market while managing industrial capitalist farms. Barlett emphasized (1993, 8)
that a clear definition of an industrial farm is needed.
Robert Netting contrasted cases of small holders with limited land bases, and intensive
cultivators with more land and resources available. Netting (1993, 235) defined smallholder
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as any agricultural practice where more food is produced on less land, manual labor is
primary over mechanical energy, and farmers rely on an intense understanding of the farming
environment. Netting (1993, 144) postulated that we need data on a wide variety of practices,
including loss of biodiversity, declining ecosystem stability, and resilience. Netting claimed
that intensive cultivation could deplete natural ecosystems, prevent their regeneration, and
cause declines in natural biodiversity. Sonya Salamon’s (1992, 65-66) work on Illinois
agriculture also highlights the consolidation of corporate farms, wherein people lose their
connection to the land. Once farmers become contracted through industrial agribusiness
corporations, it diminishes their social wellbeing. Absentee landlords are concerned with
profit, become disconnected to the community, and do not have to drink the water or breathe
the air in proximity to CAFOs.
My work contributes to anthropology within a political ecology framework as it
identifies stakeholder linkages between local government positions and industrial swine
CAFOs. These linkages of familial vested interest in industrial livestock production and
county board government positions are illustrated throughout the thesis. Little research has
been carried out recognizing the implications of a bottom-up cultural model that has
converted family farmers and local politics into the vertically integrated agribusiness system.
The very essence of being a public figure entails openness, transparency, and accountability.
My research identifies the lack of those features in agribusiness politics (Rafael Harun and
Ogneva-Himmelberger 2013).

CHAPTER 4
METHODS
Research Design
The methods of this thesis are experimental, exploratory and mostly qualitative. Data
came from primary and secondary sources. I conducted semi-structured interviews from a
mixture of stakeholders who have participated in, or are directly affected by, Illinois
Livestock Management Facilities Act (LMFA) public information meetings (PIMs) (see
Appendix A) and other public comment meetings, hearings, and county board meetings. This
sampling frame from the four counties has been approximated at a total population of 8001,000 people. Citizens and governmental officials that have participated in the public PIM
process were sought out in this iterative data collection process through non-probability
snowball sampling. I conducted a total of 31 semi-structured interviews during the late spring
and summer of 2014 to provide qualitative data. My research sought to find out who are the
powerful groups implementing policy in the county? Who are the powerful individuals in the
county and why? Although I sought out to interview both sides of the contests, my sampling
bias was skewed towards people that opposed to these facilities. Because of the sensitive
nature of the research, this special population of public information participants who have
experienced intimidation complicated the process.
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The LMFA public information meetings are recorded by a certified shorthand reporter
and are publically accessible from the Illinois Department of Agriculture (IDOA) and through
a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. Individuals from citizen activist groups such
as Families Against Rural Messes (FARM), Save Our Sandy (SOS), Conserve Our Rural
Ecosystem (CORE), Heart of Illinois Group/Sierra Club, and Prairie Rivers Network were a
few of the grassroots/environmental justice organizations in the four counties to sample from.
These grassroots groups are the ones contesting CAFOs and other environmental injustices in
their counties.
The controlled intercommunity comparison was chosen to focus on the key criteria of
the public contestation of large CAFOs (LeCompte and Schensul 2010, 102). Controlled
experiment design in the social sciences is challenging since we do not have the benefit of
controlling conditions found in laboratories. Nonetheless, Fred Eggan (1954) argued that
anthropological methods are more insightful if more attention is devoted to regional
comparisons.
These four counties were chosen because of inroads I had made in my CAFO
mapping project as a research assistant (Schensul and LeCompte 2013, 26), and since there
has been a large disparity between CAFO expansion in these four counties. The experiment
isolated the effect of the influence of industrial livestock stakeholder policy implementation
on two counties (Pike and Adams) compared with the two counties (LaSalle and Peoria) that
were controlled by not having that influence. The controlled comparison method attempts to
find regularities, common denominators, and also differences. The exploratory nature of the
research has the built-in weakness that it will lack replicability. According to the US census
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(2010) Pike County is the most rural with 19.8 persons per square mile, an unemployment
rate of 4.0% (IDES 2015), a per capita income of $21,344, and 19% of jobs come from
private non-farm firms. Adams County has 78.5 persons per square mile, an unemployment
rate of 4.1%, a per capita income of $24,217, and 47% of jobs come from private non-farm
firms. LaSalle County has 100.4 persons per square mile, an unemployment rate of 5.9%, a
per capita income of $25,709, and 33% of jobs come from private non-farm firms. Peoria
County has 301.2 persons per square mile, an unemployment rate of 5.7%, a per capita
income of $28,438, and 58% of jobs come from private non-farm firms (more comparison
provided in the ethnographic background section: Chapter 5). The thesis aims to point out the
similarities and differences in CAFO contestation between these counties, and therefore lacks
the ability to generalize outside of them. I learned that these four counties each have their own
agencies, stakeholders, and culture so any comparison would only be suggestive to the larger
theme concerning the corporate takeover of municipalities, counties, states, and the nation.
Ethnographic Methods
Participant observation, field notes, semi-structured interviews, and archival work
were used to triangulate data. Participants were individual stakeholders involved in either
promoting or fighting against CAFOs. The strength of participant observation is that the
researcher becomes the conduit for data collection and analysis through their experiences
(Salkind 2012). Participant observation is suitable for collecting data on behaviors that
happen naturally in their normal contexts. During fieldwork, participant observation helps
build rapport. It also allows for a natural understanding of the four county comparison to gain
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confidence about the meaning of data. It extends the validity of what we learn from watching
and participating with people. In a comfortable situation where rapport is established,
researchers are likely to obtain insider perspectives. I believe the perspectives that people
confided in me concerning intimidation and fear tactics within the county were done so
because of the rapport that was established.
A portion of any culture is embedded in the idioms and metaphors people say. I was
interested in what people contesting CAFOs had to say about government collusion, pollution,
health risks, setbacks, and other issues. As a participant observer, the researcher becomes less
of a curiosity and less of a distraction (Bernard 2006, 452). While I participated and observed
community activist gatherings, public information sessions, and county board governmental
events as part of my fieldwork, I was able to partially blend in. When conducting participant
observation, anthropologists should be cautious about their presence to not disrupt normal
activity. Anthropologists should never be secretive or intentionally deceptive about their
research project or their role in it. The participation of people in my research was only on a
voluntary basis (Mack et al. 2005) (see Appendix B).
Field notes go hand-in-hand with participant observation. Knowledge, beliefs,
attitudes, rituals, behavior, or other impressions recorded in field notes helped point out
aspects of cultural diversity. As Gregory Bateson (1972, 453) would say, “the difference
which makes the difference” is crucial in the anthropologist’s field notes. Preliminary notes
from the field generally form an outline for when the researcher is ready to critically analyze
their findings. Field notes serve the crucial role of connecting researchers and their subjects in
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making inquiries, and should not be a neglected part of cultural anthropological research
(Wolfinger 2002).
Semi-structured interviewing is a scheduled activity. A semi-structured interview is
open-ended, but follows a general script and covers a list of topics. I started with grand tour
questions and moved on to political questions later (see Appendix C). Questions such as, what
are your feelings concerning the setback rules for large hog CAFOs? Do you belong to any
organizations in the community? Who are the LLCs and corporations influencing county
government politics? Is the county board transparent? These open-ended questions set no
limits on the range or length of responses, instead giving participants the opportunity to
explain their position, feelings, or experiences. When participant’s response to a question was
brief or unclear, probes were used. It demonstrates that the researcher has control of the
subject matter, and leaves both anthropologist and interviewee free to follow new leads. The
semi-structured interview shows that the researcher is prepared and competent, but that they
are not trying to exercise excessive control (Salkind 2012).
Fluehr-Lobban (1991) pointed out that informed consent can be obtrusive. In the field
I felt that it would be inappropriate to contact county board officials until after I contacted
citizens. Given that citizens felt so intimidated, I tried to the best of my abilities, to placate
their trepidation in doing an interview. After conducting the majority of interviews with
citizens, I then contacted county board members and other local officials via email or phone,
although very few consented to an interview.
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Political Ecology Archival Work
I built rapport and social relationships with communities through my CAFO mapping
work for the Illinois Citizens for Clean Air and Water (ICCAW). The ICCAW is a state-wide
coalition of family farmers and community groups advocating for sound policies and practices
that protect the environment, human health, and rural quality of life from the impacts of
CAFOs in Illinois (ICCAW 2014). By scouring the LMFA website, producing the Google
Earth maps, and having personal access to many Illinois state-wide FOIA requests on
livestock producers, the research becomes valuable to grassroots stakeholders (Blaikie 2008).
The process of mapping has practical, investigative, and explanatory purposes in scientific
and political frameworks (Rocheleau 2008). Pike and Adams County citizens had heard about
my mapping project, and were put on a “waiting list” to have their counties’ CAFOs mapped.
After producing the maps, I was ready to ground truth them in the field. I had already built
rapport with those who opposed CAFOs, but this work, and the title of my thesis alienated me
from those who supported them.
Since my interview data was skewed towards people opposing CAFOs, I was forced to
use secondary text sources to study sideways, down, and up on local government in order to
triangulate the data. The problem is clearly one of power and politics, and requires an
innovative set of techniques (Nader 1969). For Nader, it is important that research in
anthropology leads the way in society on important issues, such as CAFO expansion and
government collusion. The documents I analyzed were public information meeting transcripts,
county board meeting transcripts, municipal meeting transcripts, plat maps, public websites,
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and FOIAs. Triangulating the data was crucial in validating the information through an
amalgam of documents.
Archival work covers a wide array of research texts and mediums to choose from. It is
also an ongoing process that starts before the actual fieldwork, and continues well after the
fieldwork is over. My initial “breakthrough” came in the spring of 2013. Three environmental
activists groups, Earthjustice, the Natural Resources Defense Council and the Pew Charitable
Trust obtained documents from the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through a
combined FOIA request. The documents related to the EPA’s process of gathering data about
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) (Peterka 2013). One of these
organizations shared that FOIA with me covering over 6,500 livestock facilities in Illinois.
The FOIA request revealed names and personal addresses of CAFO owners. The moments of
discovery came while triangulating the data. In certain counties such as Pike and Adams,
CAFO owners were also county board members. Gaining access elucidated the data gathering
potential of the FOIA (Ginsberg 2014; Price 1997, 2010, 2014a). Since that initial find, it has
offered the opportunity to “FOIA share” (IDOA 2013) with other organizations and grassroots
activists groups.
Next I will explain the specific archival work that was obtained or created in the
secondary source collection. The four specific forms of data collection were FOIA requests of
LMFA PIMs, FOIAs of County Board official’s statement of economic interest, FOIAs of
CAFO ownership, and Google Earth satellite maps that were corrected in the field from the
FOIA information. FOIAs of public records are valuable but underutilized research resources
for anthropologists active in public policy research (Price 1997, 2004, 2010, 2014b). In order
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to connect county board collusion and CAFO expansion, FOIAs were submitted to obtain
transcripts and statements of economic interests for each county board member. According to
the Illinois Compiled Statutes (ILCS ), a statement of economic interest form is required (5
ILCS 430) to be filed with the Office of the Secretary of State. Conflicts of interest also need
to be disclosed, according to appropriate county board policy. Actual or potential conflicts of
interest exist when a county board official has an opportunity to improperly advance their
own interests or those of family members or friends above the interests of the state.
FOIAs of public records can be a helpful research resource for anthropologists active
in public policy research (Price 1997, 2004, 2010; González 2012). FOIAs were obtained
through the Illinois Citizens for Clean Air and Water (ICCAW), personal Freedom of
Information Act requests of county board statements of economic interest, the IDOA, the
Environmental Working Group (EWG), and other confidential sources. There is an art to
getting Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests fulfilled (Ginsberg 2014), and I became
more efficient while in the field. This art includes cordialness, persistence, and fortitude. The
street level bureaucracy of interaction with county and municipal clerks becomes defined by
crafting this skill. A direct conflict of interest has been apparent when identifying the linkages
between local government officials and a vested interest in the livestock industry, combining
county business with agribusiness at the personal level.

CHAPTER 5
ETHNOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND
Illinois’ Great Development Period (1848-1860)
In this section I discuss history, political organization, and the general background of
the four counties researched (see Figure 1). In 1848, the Galena & Chicago Union Railroad
began and the Illinois & Michigan Canal was completed. This connected Chicago to the
Mississippi River and opened up development and capital investment to Chicago and Illinois
that had previously gone through St. Louis (Dreyfus 1995). By 1850, the population of
Illinois grew to over 850,000 people. In the 1850s, all four counties in this research project,
similar to many others, switched from a County Commissioners’ Court style of government to
a County Board of Supervisors and Township Government (Illinois Secretary of State [ISOS]
2014a, 2014b, 2014c, 2014d). This essentially divided each county into many governing areas
called townships. The growth of local business law and rapid US economic development
made lawyers like Abraham Lincoln in high demand. By the mid-1850s, Lincoln increasingly
represented railroads, insurance companies, and other businesses, which also aided in
development. In 1860, on the eve of the Civil War, over 1.7 million people resided in the
State of Illinois (Abraham Lincoln Historical Digitization 2000).
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Figure 1. Location of Four Counties in Research (World Atlas, 2015)

Pike and Adams Counties
In 1825, Adams County was named after John Quincy Adams, the sixth President of
the United States. Adams County is located along the Mississippi bordering Missouri in WestCentral Illinois. County information from 2013 includes estimates of 67,130 people, 95,000
hogs, 550,000 acres in land area; 152,900 acres of corn and 126,800 acres of soybeans
harvested (ISOS 2014a; National Agricultural Statistics Service [NASS] 2014a). The county
also contains concentrated dairy and beef production areas.
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Quincy is the county seat, and the largest city within 100 miles, and according to the
US Census Bureau (2010), had a population of 40,633. The majority of county residents live
in or near the city of Quincy, while most of the land is used for agriculture. Corporate
industrial agriculture influence in the county comes from corporations such as Professional
Swine Management, High Power Pork LLC, Dutch Creek Pork LLC, Little Timber LLC, Oak
Grove LLC, Tri Oak Foods, Prairie Farms Dairy, Archer Daniels Midland Company,
Niemann Foods Inc, and Prince Agri Products (subsidiary of Phibro Animal Health
Corporation) a multinational corporation that provides antibiotics for animal feed.
In 1821, Pike County was named after Zebulon Pike, leader of the Pike expedition in
1806, which mapped out the south and west portions of the Louisiana Purchase. Pike County
is located in west central Illinois, bounded on the east by the Illinois River and on the west by
the Mississippi. County information from 2013 includes estimates of 16,150 people, 243,500
hogs, 532,000 acres in land area; 157,800 acres of corn and 109,700 acres of soybeans
harvested. The centrally located county seat, Pittsfield, is 75 miles west of Springfield and 40
miles east of Hannibal, Missouri. Due to the county’s comparatively expansive land area,
there are many large tracts of farmland (ISOS 2014b; NASS 2014b). Cargill AG Horizons
conducts business from Pittsfield. Other industrialized swine operations that have infiltrated
the county include The Maschhoffs LLC, Red Oak Hills LLC, Timberline Farm LLC, Twin
River Sow LLC, Blue Creek LLC, Stout Crossing LLC, and the UPI/Parks LLC.
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LaSalle and Peoria Counties
In 1831, LaSalle County was named after French explorer Robert Cavelier, Sieur de
La Salle. County information from 2013 includes estimates of 112,183 people, 17,000 hogs,
715,000 acres in land area; 145,000 acres of corn and 229,000 acres of soybeans harvested.
The county seat is Ottawa, where the Fox River meets the Illinois River. LaSalle County
advertises itself as a family vacation destination with Starved Rock State Park, Matthiessen
State Park and other nature preserves that populate the area (ISOS 2014d; NASS 2014d).
Starved Rock State Park is a major tourist area with a calendar of events that spans the entire
year. The LaSalle County Natural Area Guardians is a subcommittee of the LaSalle County
Soil and Water Conservation District. The group was formed in 1990 to provide an organized
means for locating and preserving natural areas in LaSalle County.
The legend of Starved Rock comes from the oral tradition that the chief of the Ottawa
Indians, Pontiac, went to St. Louis to negotiate trade agreements with the French and was
murdered by another Indian group. Ensuing skirmishes broke out and eventually Ottawa and
Mesquakie warriors drove a group of Illiniwek Indians up onto a bluff. They were eventually
starved to death at the area know as Starved Rock. The legend cites this as the explanation for
why there are no surviving Illiniwek Indians today (ALHD 2000; ISOS 2014d). According to
Low and Lawrence-Zúñiga (2003, 24) this helps to explain the “power of sites” framework,
connection to the land, and the conservation efforts that survive today. LaSalle County has
been a major silica mining area of the country. Since 2012, mining companies have descended
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on the area, intending to extract vast reserves of silica sand for the nation's rapidly expanding
fracking industry. Local activists groups have been contesting.
In 1825, Peoria County was named after the Peoria, an Illiniwek people who lived
there. Peoria County information from 2013 includes estimates 183,000 people, 16,000 hogs,
402,600 acres in land area; 107,900 acres of corn and 76,000 acres of soybeans harvested.
There are no natural lakes in Peoria County. Manmade lakes and the Illinois River make up
more than 9000 acres of surface water (ISOS 2014c; NASS 2014c). The city of Peoria, (pop.
116,513) the county seat, has over 20 hotels, and is a hotspot for conventions. The city and
the metropolitan area contain major hospitals, shopping centers, golf country clubs, parks and
nature preserves. Peoria is the headquarters of Caterpillar Inc, which has been a major driver
of the economy and manufacturing for the city.
Ethnographic Background Overview
Pike County has seen the most CAFO expansion in the study, and perhaps in the
whole Midwest area. According to the Census of Agriculture (NASS 2014b), Pike County
increased their hog inventory from 124,919 in 2007 to 243,801 in 2012, a whopping 95%
growth rate in six years. The County Board has the greatest ratio of collusion at 56 percent (5
of 9). They do not put their county board transcriptions online for public review, which makes
them out of compliance (Pike County Board 2014; IDOA 2007, 2009, 2013). According to
the Open Meetings Act (2009), a public body must make minutes of the meeting available for
public inspection and post them on the public body’s website within seven calendar days after
the minutes are approved. In Pike County, the power and collusion of local policy-making is
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exercised by elite family hegemonic rule (Evans and Campos 2012). Pierre Bourdieu has
defined (initial) collusion as an agreement that connects collaborators by complicity (to
perpetuate a monopoly), which further binds them over time. This complicity develops into
shared aims between the people that are linked collectively by the same primary personal
commitments. For colluding individuals and groups, it is crucial to preserve this secrecy
(Bourdieu 1991, 180). Through the Livestock Management Facilities Act (LMFA) they are
able to legitimate CAFO expansion (Rafael Harun and Ogneva-Himmelberger 2013). The
Adams County Board has 9 of 21 members with a vested interest in the industrial livestock
industry (Adams County Board 2014; IDOA 2002, 2006a, 2006b, 2013). Adams County
(NASS 2014a) had a total of 97,989 animals in 2012. Adams County has shown a steady
increase of large CAFOS over the last three years, via the procedural efficiency of an invested
county board. Peoria County has seen little changes in their hog inventory and no collusion
(NASS 2014c; IDOA 2013; Peoria County Government 2014). LaSalle County’s (NASS
2014d) hog inventory fell by 48% in six years to 11,560 hogs in 2012, and the research found
little collusion (LaSalle County Government 2014; IDOA 2013).

CHAPTER 6
RESULTS
Interviews
I interviewed nine people in Pike, Adams, and LaSalle Counties respectively, and four
people in Peoria County for a total of 31 interviews. These interviews were conducted with
small-scale farmers (8), local government officials (5), grassroots activists (5), students (3)
scientists (2), cattle ranchers (3), deer hunting outfitters (3), and lawyers (2), all of whom
participated in an Illinois Department of Agriculture (IDOA) public information meeting
(PIM) or another public forum. These meetings are held to inform the county board in order to
make an advisory, non-binding recommendation to the IDOA concerning a particular facility's
construction.
The emergent issues regarding CAFOs have been organized into five main themes to
describe the general cultural worldview of local government officials, small-scale farmers, the
industrialized livestock industry, environmental groups, deer hunting outfitters, and lobbyists.
These five thematic categories are science/technology, quality of life, government legitimacy,
government illegitimacy, and the LLC/corporate influence. These categories are used to
discuss/explain the issues with CAFOs, such as horrible smells, facility setback requirements,
reduced health, environmental destruction, animal cruelty, traffic/road concerns, economics,
intimidation, and unethical political power.
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Pike and Adams Counties Combined
The following section provides a broad thematic outline for both counties, so the data
is less identifiable to individuals and communities. This is for two reasons. First, interview
quotes have been aggregated in hopes of deterring government officials with a vested interest
from retaliating on individuals. Second, the qualitative interview results had a noticeable
pattern. There was only a slight difference between key word frequency counts in coding the
data from interviews in the two CAFO inundated counties. Considering intimidation and the
retaliatory history of local leaders, I have done my best to protect the confidentiality of both
individuals and specific communities. Kemper and Royce (1997) state that anthropologists
must not forget our ethical responsibilities to the people we study, especially oppressed and
marginalized communities. In Pike and Adams County, only two of the eighteen people who
consented to an interview were government officials, compared to three of thirteen in LaSalle
and Peoria counties. These two officials were a road commissioner and a township trustee.
Neither of the two had a vested interest in industrial livestock production.
The government officials are aware of who spoke up and opposed these facilities in
public, but have no way of knowing which objectors I interviewed. Due to the coercion of
citizens, it is my ethical responsibility to protect their confidentiality (Johnston 2001, 139140). Citizens have been intimidated by the threat of raised rents, loss of business, social
stigmatization, and general harassment. One deer-hunting outfitter told me, “They sent
somebody out in the middle of the night to tear down all the signs for my business. I paid
good money for those signs, and they also helped direct people out to the property.” In Adams
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and Pike County, many board members are large landowners. Since they own so much
property they are able to perform land deed swaps, land rental agreements, and waive the
setback requirements as required by law under the Livestock Management Facilities Act
(LMFA). Another small-scale farmer told me, “after I testified I had to move, the word got
out and I was told that if I wanted shoot my mouth off against what’s good for the county,
then . . . the rent’s going up, way up, and I know damn well that the guy that’s there now isn’t
paying what they quoted me.”
Officials that did not consent to an interview indicated astonishment in how I had the
nerve to come to their county and stick my nose in their business. To generalize, they did not
understand why I would care about researching agribusiness and county board investment in
Pike and Adams Counties, since I was not from around there.
The major issue with county political linkages is that politicians are affiliated with the
livestock industry. Out of the 299 CAFOs and feedlots my research located in the Pike (140)
and Adams Counties (159) (see Figure 2), 104 of those (35%) have a connection to county
board members, township trustees, road commissioners or various other small governmental
positions and agencies (IDOA 2001, 2002, 2006a, 2006b, 2007, 2009, 2013). By contrast, in
LaSalle and Peoria Counties, which have not seen rapid expansion, only 8 of 63 (13%)
facilities have linkages to governmental positions (IDOA 2013). According to Comito et al.
(2013), local elected politicians, commissioners, and farm bureau representatives are the
primary point of connection farmers have with the Illinois Department of Agriculture (IDOA).
These representatives play a fundamental role in facilitating the agricultural status quo.
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Figure 2. Adams and Pike Counties, Illinois, 39°49.362' N, 91° 0.964' W, eye alt 773 ft.; 299
plotted CAFOs in Adams and Pike Counties by Sterling, Eric A. (Google Earth, 2015)

According to Arturo Escobar (1999, 2010), political ecology research should identify
the stakeholders and major interest groups to expose potential and actual conflicts that
connect localities to the global marketplace. In both counties, citizens frequently mentioned
knowledge of local government officials with connections to the expanding livestock industry
(see Figures 3 and 4). Andy Borrowman, Fred Bradshaw, Mark Peter, Matt Obert, Rick
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Genenbacher, and Todd Duesterhaus were names (first and last) that citizens identified as
being large landowners, county board members, and having ties to massive hog confinements.
Since government officials are in the public eye and part of the public record, their names
were used specifically in the interviews to explain collusion and impropriety at the local
government level.

Figure 3. Pike County Board members with a personal or familial vested interest in industrial
livestock production and their LLC/corporate linkages. ( IDOA 2007, 2009, 2013; Pike
County Board 2014).

Figure 4. Adams County Board members with a personal or familial vested interest in
industrial livestock production and their LLC/corporate linkages. (IDOA 2002, 2006a, 2006b,
2013; Adams County Board 2014b).
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Not quite as familiar were the names of village trustees, road commissioners, and
township supervisors (see Figures 5 and 6), who interviewees knew by last name, or, as a
local small scale farmer said, “you know who else has a huge hog building, that trustee from
Spring Creek, what the heck is his name again, ahh shoot, I’ll think of it.” Citizens identified
the names in power and claimed there wasn’t much they could do about it. In rural Illinois the
ascribed status of large families, who own a lot of land, provides the cultural framework of
producing powerful leaders, a time-honored tradition (Gudeman 2014), what Goldschmidt
(1978, 179) called the social controls of the elite. Certain managerial occupations are held in
common by the local government and agribusiness.

Figure 5. Pike County Municipal and Township Vested Interest. This is a sampling of the
county-wide personal and familial vested interests in industrial livestock production between
township trustees, road commissioners, and the LLC or Corporation they are linked to. (IDOA
FOIA 2007, 2009, 2013; Pike County Board 2014)
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Figure 6. Adams County Government with Vested Interest in CAFOs. This is a sampling of
the county-wide personal and familial vested interests in industrial livestock production
between township trustees, road commissioners, supervisors, clerks, and the LLC or
corporation they are linked to. RDC is an acronym for road district commissioner. (IDOA
FOIA 2002, 2006ab, 2013; Adams County Board 2014b)

In rural Illinois, networks are built on family ties and history in the county. Very large
families own huge tracts of land, and hold influential positions scattered across the county.
The marriage between two different prominent families dominates the discussions and
newspaper articles county-wide. During the interviews, I would pull out plat maps and
respondents were quite aware of who owned large tracts of land, and who was leasing the land
for a hog confinement. If it was not a county official that leased the land, it was a family
member or one of their friends.
Adams and especially Pike counties have been inundated with CAFO expansion over
the last 15 years. Smell/odor, health issues, and site location of facilities on sensitive karst
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topography were frequently stated by interviewees as the biggest problems of CAFOs for
local communities. The two respondents with government positions who I interviewed
stressed technological advancements and economic benefits to the county and state at large.
This view contrasts capital investments and market forces (groups and groupings) with
community conflict (Ervin 2005, 249).
The single biggest issue for inundated counties was the smell/odor problem emanating
from large CAFOs. Citizens claim to smell chemicals, rotten eggs, fecal matter, or a
combination of the three. Citizens also assert that these sensory irritants elicit both physical
and psychological trauma. The physical trauma comes in the form of coughing, burning and
watery eyes, asthma, and headaches. According to the interviewees, the stressors of the bad
smell continually trigger and activate the shattered sense of security now that they live in
close proximity to a CAFO. Juxtaposed with the contesting citizen’s perspective is the
industry’s perspective that the smell will be minimal. Multiple interviewees mentioned that
Nic Anderson of the Illinois Livestock Development Group (ILDG) frequently downplays the
smell issue. The ILDG is a powerful lobbyist organization that represents livestock and grain
agribusiness in Illinois.
During an interview, one small-scale farmer/grassroots activist told me, “That is an
outright lie, and he [Nic Anderson] knows it, I can’t believe he’s able to get away with that, it
shows how these meetings don’t mean a thing, I mean he . . . he raised his hand and swore to
tell the truth, and then perjured himself.”
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Engineers that provide the science for the livestock industry claim that tree buffers,
proprietary feed, and the injection of manure satisfies criteria #6 (see Appendix D) of the
LMFA and thus legitimizes the government in siting these facilities. Criteria #6 questions if
odor control plans are reasonable, or if innovative odor reduction technologies have been
utilized (IDOA 2014b). According to interviewees, these facilities are never placed next to a
county board member’s private property. They are usually placed in an area that the
LLC/Corporation deems a path of least resistance. Citizens that live in close proximity to
large CAFOs maintain that they can no longer go outside and enjoy their idyllic country
home/farm.
A small-scale farmer told me, “We had to move, me and my husband couldn’t handle
the smell, I complained to the EPA, but they didn’t do a damn thing, I complained to the
county board, and wrote a few letters to the paper, but same thing . . . not a damn thing, we
lost a lot of money, and they’re making a boatload.
This overlaps with citizens’ concept of the government’s illegitimacy in siting these
facilities (see Figure 7). During the public information meetings the livestock industry and
their lobbyists repeatedly downplay the smell issue, and claim that people will not smell it
very often. The citizens claim that the setbacks are not adequate, and according to the law, the
industry is not using innovative odor reduction technologies such as bio filters. The citizens
claimed that tree buffers, proprietary feed, and injection of manure are simply not working.
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Figure 7. CAFOs as Conceptualized by Citizens/Social Scientists. Word frequency counts
were used to categorize the data. The figure was constructed top-down so that the words used
to discuss a thematic category on top were mentioned most, or considered the most important.
Citizens claimed that tree buffers do not work as odor control technology. Horrible smells,
disease, water and air pollution was associated with the unethical practices implicit in county
board members pushing CAFO expansion in Pike and Adams Counties. Interviewees that
opposed CAFOs felt they had presented evidence to delegitimize criteria #4, #6, #7, and #8 of
the LMFA. (See Appendix D for LMFA criteria.)

The second biggest issue that emerged during the interviews of CAFO contestants was
the invasion of private property via odor nuisance and water contamination. The consensus of
opponents is that the setback requirements for large “hog barns” are inadequate. The livestock
industry has claimed that since these facilities are located in rural areas, they are legitimized
by criteria #3 (see Appendix D) of the LMFA. The industry claims that if the area was zoned
for agriculture, then this satisfies the setback requirements established by the Act. Criteria #3
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of the Act states that the location of the facility must not be incompatible with the surrounding
area’s character under current county zoning laws (IDOA 2014b).
One grain farming CAFO proponent said during the interview, “When you live in the
country, it’s a crapshoot, I mean, I feel sorry for Ralph down the road here, but we got no
zoning out here in the country . . . well let me correct that, it’s zoned for agriculture, and if
Charlie wants to build a couple hog barns, you can’t blame a guy for trying to make a buck, to
provide for his family.”
Opponents of CAFOs that live in close proximity to them feel the setbacks should be
increased. One cattle rancher said during an interview, “They put this thing in about 3/8 of a
mile away, and . . . and now, I enjoy my property about half the time, and if they double the
size in a couple of years, which they have the legal right to do, I’ll enjoy this property even
less, I’ll probably have to move, but I sure don’t want to.”
Another small-scale farmer told me angrily, “You know this wouldn’t have happened
100 years ago, if he tried to pull this BS back then, I’d go over and shoot the son of a bitch,
I’d shoot him dead and I wouldn’t even feel bad about it.” When people discussed how they
were treated by neighbors who became integrated into the swine agribusiness, they got “all
worked up,” as a cattle rancher told me.
The Farm Bureau, the grain growers, and the livestock industry are a powerful
network diffused through county board agendas. One small-scale farmer told me, “if they’re
making so much money, why can’t they do business with a moral compass?” For instance, the
community views the lack of investment in odor and health related technology (biofilters and
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digesters) as being insensitive to neighbors. Whereas engineers and producers refer to
government legitimacy, tax revenues, and the Act itself (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. CAFOs as Conceptualized by Government/Corporations. Word frequency counts
were used to categorize the data. The figure was constructed top-down so that the words used
to discuss a thematic category on top were mentioned most, or considered the most important.
The livestock industry representatives claimed that tree buffers do work as odor control
technology. Tax revenues, liquid manure as fertilizer, and meeting the LMFA eight criteria
was associated with the legitimacy of CAFO expansion in Pike and Adams Counties. (See
Appendix D for LMFA criteria.)

With smell, wind direction affects the invasion of private property. In an area of
predominantly southeasterly prevailing winds, citizens will resist a Large CAFO being built
northwest of their property. Summer wind directions are given extra attention since the smell
is especially pungent during humid weather. The winds in Illinois shift through the year. One
cattle rancher told me, “One thing is for sure, you don’t want to live south of a large factory
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farm in this county, it’s like living downstream from a chemical plant, except it’s in the air,
and the trees don’t take away the smell, that’s a bunch of bull.” Citizens explained that they
would look at which way a flag was blowing, and would be able to foretell whether the smell
would be noticeable. A semi-retired farmer said during our interview, “I look out at the flag,
and if its blowing southwest, I plan my day accordingly, I try to do ‘inside work’ until the
wind shifts, I don’t even go out there because I know its gonna be bad.” A cattle rancher told
me, “you see that flag blowing there, well if you were sitting here 24 hours ago, you’d . . .
well, we would both want to go inside.” Citizens declared that they could no longer enjoy
their private property, that their real estate values had dropped, and that after a facility has
been approved, the facility could then expand every two years, which would delegitimize the
original setback. A deer hunting outfitter told me, “the producer owns the land adjacent to the
facility, he’s renting it out to a family friend, who went and waived the setback requirement, I
don’t know what kind of deal he gave him to deal with the smell, but I’m sure it was a pretty
good one.”
The third highest frequency word count was the siting of the facility. Three quarters of
Adams County and all of Pike County are considered karst topography (see Figure 9). Karst
topography is a landscape over soluble rocks such as limestone or dolomite characterized by
underground drainage systems. Karst drains into the groundwater through the soluble rocks,
sinkholes, and caves (Bonacci et al. 2009).
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Figure 9.Adams and Pike Karst Area. Left: Karst Area Shaded Green (ISGS 2015). Right:
Lincoln Hills Karst Region (Taylor and Webb 2015).

During a public information meeting both sides bring in scientific experts to either
legitimize or delegitimize the siting of the facility. Criteria #4 (see Appendix D) of the LMFA
claims that facilities should not be located within a 100-year floodplain or environmentally
sensitive area such as karst (see Figure 9). A retired blue collar worker/grassroots activist told
me, “he [the producer] came out here with a bulldozer and filled in the sinkholes, and then the
IDOA comes out and says they inspected the property, and they didn’t even ask why he was
moving all that earth around . . . 200 feet from where the building was going up.” The
livestock industry legitimizes the siting of these facilities by doing soil borings to discredit the
objectors. Most of the time citizens feel they will be able to delegitimize #4 as they bring in
experts, and show pictures of sinkholes that are in close proximity to the proposed facility
(IDOA 2014b).
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A deer hunting outfitter told me, “I honestly thought we had a pretty good case, but
that’s not what the county board thought, or at least that’s not how they voted, I guess I got
my hopes up, but this whole area is karst, and there sure are a lot of hog buildings around
here, so what does that tell you.”
The producers that become integrated into one of the three or four corporations that
dominate the hog confinement industry in Adams and Pike Counties have skirted the karst
issue. Another small-scale farmer told me, “They claim it is their land, and they can do
whatever they darn well please with it, even if it is karst . . . I don’t get it, why even have
these rules if nobody’s following them?”
The next biggest issue according to the interviews was health. Since the inside of these
confinements are highly toxic, they use large exhaust fans to blow out the chemicals and
particulate matter. Citizens claimed to have upper respiratory problems, coughing, smell
induced asthma, burning eyes, nausea, anxiety, and depression. The chemicals emitting from
large CAFOs are well documented in the scientific literature (Burkholder et al. 2007; Thu
2002; Wing et al. 2008). These consist of ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and particulate matter
including endotoxins, pathogens, and volatile organic chemicals (VOCs) (Davies 2011; Baer
et al. 2013). There are more than 150 pathogens in livestock manure linked with risks to
humans (Copeland 2008).
The livestock industry claims that the levels of exposure near CAFOs are within legal
permissible exposure levels. Health issues included swine flu, Methicillin-resistant
Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), E. coli, and the newest disease to ravage hog populations,
Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea Virus (PEDv). A cattle farmer told me, “When it gets real bad, it
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aggravates my lungs, it makes it hard to breathe.” A small scale farmer also reiterated those
thoughts, “Since they put that confinement in, I swear I haven’t been the same, it messes with
my lungs, it messes with my eyes, it messes with my mind.” At the local county level, health
departments report directly to the county board. In both Adams and Pike County there are
direct linkages between the county board, the health department, and the livestock industry
(IDOA 2002, 2006a, 2006b, 2007, 2009, 2013, 2014a).
In direct opposition to the intensive livestock industry, citizens felt PEDv disease
posed serious health risks to humans.
A small-scale farmer told me,
We came around the curve back there on that gravel road you drove in on, and there
was a bunch of dead baby pigs lying there on the road, and I had to get through, so I
had to drive over them, and you could hear them squishing, and I called him [the
producer] up and told him, you better take care of it or I’m calling the EPA, I probably
should have called, and they would have shut him down, but then that would mean we
were going to war, and I didn’t want to go to war with him cause I rent land from him.
This small-scale farmer was not the only interviewee with a horrible “dead baby pigs”
PEDv story. Many interviewees claimed that there was a huge PEDv cover-up concerning
large integrators such as the Maschhoffs and Professional Swine Management. A blue collar
grassroots activists told me, “they keep saying its not contagious, but what about the flies that
come in contact with those pigs, or contaminating the ground, I don’t trust them [the livestock
industry] and I can tell you its sure got people spooked.” The general consensus was that if
PEDv was killing a percentage of swineherds it may be having some sort of adverse influence
on human health and was definitely having an adverse consequence on the ecology of the
area.
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Citizens claimed that in very rural areas there is little transparency of government
proceedings and therefore little trust (Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2013; C. Mitchell 1999). One
small scale farmer told me, “Out here in the sticks, people don’t ask what goes on behind
closed doors . . . and even though people have every legal right to be at a meeting, they kind
of know better . . . nobody is that guy around here, they’d run him out of town.”
Agency at the personal level is not exercised with regards to contesting the facilities.
Local government officials frequently exercise agency at the personal level. Both Pike and
Adams Counties have county board members with linkages to manure hauling and land
application (see Figure 10).

Figure 10. Illinois Manure Applicators and Haulers. Both Adams and Pike County Board
members have linkages to manure hauling and land application licenses. Illustrated above are
vested family interests to Todd Duesterhaus (Adams County) and Fred Bradshaw (Pike
County), not mentioned was Mark Peter (Adams County). None of the three listed their vested
family intersect on their statements of economic interest. (University of Illinois Extension
2014).
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A cattle rancher stated in an interview, “these guys [local officials] are lining their
back pockets, everybody knows that, but whatcha gonna do about it, for folks that live around
here . . . nothing.” Few citizens feel it is their place to challenge powerful local government
officials. Interviewees also felt that local and state corruption in Illinois was rampant and
therefore unfixable, so why bother. Another blue collar grassroots activist stated, “it's the
same everywhere, the rich are getting richer, and it’s cause they are running things.”
There have been a limited number of public information meetings on CAFO facilities,
which highlight the individual objector’s stance. According to the Illinois Department of
Agriculture website, as of November 2014, there were 594 large swine CAFOs (2,500 or
more swine greater than 55 pounds or 10,000 or more swine less than 55 pounds) built in
Illinois (IDOA 2014a). During that time there were approximately 50 (Goldsmith and Pereira
2014) public hearings requested by local county boards, about eight percent of the time. The
livestock industry has been very shrewd in meeting the requirements just underneath the size
threshold (Cronauer 2011; Sneeringer and Key 2011) when they apply for a facility through a
notice of intent to construct. Often facilities will start with 991 animal units, or 993, just
below the threshold of 1,000 so there is no possibility of having a public information meeting
according to the LMFA (IDOA 2014a, 2014b). A local farmer told me, “that’s the most
ridiculous loophole they’ve got, if you do the math, to have 2,495 swine over 55 lbs. or
33,000 and then some swine under 55 lbs. and know there is no way us folks could request a
hearing, I mean . . . it’s beyond ridiculous.”
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Pike County
After spending ten days each in LaSalle and Peoria Counties, I began my fieldwork in
Pike County (see Figure 11) to coincide with the opening festivities of the 46th annual Pig
Days. Pittsfield, Illinois celebrates Pike County's pork industry with their annual Pig Days
fest. In honor of the pig, the county celebrates the industry with activities such as the Little
Miss Piglet contest, a contest crowning the girl with longest pigtails, and hog calling contests.
The kids play a game called gaga ball, a quick paced game played in an octagonal fenced
area. The object of the game is to hit the ball with your hands into opponent’s legs. The game
starts with all participants inside the octagon, and if the ball hits a person in the leg, they are
immediately out of the game, and this continues until there is one person left. For the kids,
that was the main form of entertainment at pig days (see Figure 12).
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Figure 11. Pike County Location. (World Atlas 2015; Illinois Secretary of State 2014b)

Figure 12. 46th Annual Pig Days Festival in Pittsfield, IL. (Fieldwork photo, 2014)
As I drove back to my campsite late one night out at Lake Pittsfield (see Figure 13), I
saw about 20 deer, two of which were huge bucks. Pike County Illinois has some of the best
deer hunting in the world, and the sheer numbers kept me at my rustic campsite after dusk
subsequent to that night, since I feared hitting a deer in my humble rent-a-car. Many deer
hunting outfitters in the county have contested the expansion of swine CAFOs and resentment
has become apparent.
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Figure 13. Lake Pittsfield, IL. (Fieldwork photo, 2014)

Pike County is vast and sparsely populated. It contains three of the eight smallest
communities in Illinois according to the 2010 Census, including Valley City, the smallest
community in Illinois with 13 residents. Only three cities have over 1,000 people (US Census
Bureau 2010). The town of Pearl, Il, population 138 from the 2010 census, has a facility
pending (IDOA 2015) that will house approximately 10,000 hogs, without any opposition.
Pearl already has several large swine CAFOs within its fuzzy unincorporated borders.
Pittsfield is the county seat, and is closely connected to the villages of Barry, Griggsville, and
Pleasant Hill. Each is located within a 30-minute drive of Pittsfield. Each town has its own
governmental and educational infrastructure and community identity. However, they share
resources since Pittsfield is the area’s primary source of health care. Many governmental
stakeholders have multiple leadership roles in community and business activities.
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Pittsfield is about five miles south of Interstate 72, on Route 54. Interstate 72 ends at
Griggsville Illinois, the purple martin capital of the world. Route 54 formerly went from El
Paso Texas to Chicago, but now it ends where the Maschhoffs have set up their Pike county
home base. The Maschhoffs are the biggest pork producer in Illinois bringing 208,000 sows to
market in 2013 (Freese 2014). The Maschhoffs are extremely embedded in the county’s
economy (see Figure 14). Three of the biggest hog confinements in the county have linkages
between the Maschhoffs and county government positions, including the county board
chairman, Andy Borrowman, and Fred Bradshaw, a powerful county board member (IDOA
2013). One farmer told me in an interview, “C’mon man, what do you think, they got all the
land, and the power, and their family power is spread across the county, so when their kids
come up, they are the next in line, to retain the power, and the money, and the land, they all
go together.” In Pike County power is attained through ascribed status of large families that
are large land owners.

Figure 14. Maschhoffs Grain Tower in Griggsville, IL. (Fieldwork photo, 2014)
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Easing the means for CAFO expansion is the structure of the Pike County Board. The
County Board is 8 of 9 male, and 5 of 9 members have a linkage to industrial livestock
production (IDOA 2009, 2013, 2014a, 2015). The Pike County Health Department reports
directly to the county board, which highlights the political ecology concerns. Andy
Borrowman, the County Board Chairman also sits on the health department board, along with
other CAFO owners (PCBW 2014). The percent of linkages my research located countywide
was 53 out of the total 140 facilities, or 38%. The vested interest in CAFO ownership was
triangulated from an amalgamation of IDOA FOIAs, state and county government websites,
newspaper listings of elected officials, and interviews in the field. Linkages included
governmental positions of county board members (5 of 9), alderman, village trustees,
treasurers, supervisors, road commissioners, a mayor, and the county zoning administrator
(see Figure 15) (IDOA 2009, 2013, 2014a, 2015).
I interviewed nine people in Pike County, mostly those who opposed swine facilities.
One thing that was unique to Pike County was that people that were born and bred there, and
never left, would not give an interview. This emerged during the interviews, as interviewees
mentioned that they had at one time moved away and then moved back to Pike County. A
deer hunting outfitter told me, “Have you tried to talk to George over here (pointing), well
probably not gonna talk to you, he’s a lifelong Pike County resident.” That was the cultural
difference. Residents in Pike County claimed that everyone knew everyone, and talking to an
outsider was tacitly forbidden. The general consensus from respondents was that it took about
ten years for people to finally be accepted by a portion of the community, if they had family
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Figure 15. Pike County Board Vested Interest. Board members with a personal or familial
vested interest in industrial livestock production and their LLC/Corporate linkages. Acronyms
used: Pike County Farm Bureau (PCFB), Illinois Pork Producers Association (IPPA), and
Notice of Intent to Construct (NOITC). ( IDOA 2007, 2009, 2013; Pike County Board 2014)

there. Otherwise, as a carpenter/handyman told me, “why would you move here if you didn’t
have family here? People aren’t going to trust you, that’s how people see things around here.”
No one wanted to be seen interviewed by me in public. The political nature of my
thesis traveled like a telegraph, and the interviews I conducted were orchestrated in a number
of steps, or “jumping through hoops,” as one interviewee told me, to build trust. The
gatekeepers were happy to talk to me on the phone and line up interviews, but that was where
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they drew the line. Do not talk to outsiders was a general theme. The people that never lived
outside of Pike County would not consent to an interview.
I was able to interview a road commissioner 30 miles outside the Pike County limits
after some persistence. Under the LMFA statute, a road commissioner could challenge criteria
#7 (see Appendix D), as precedent has been set in other counties (IDOA 2014b), since weight
restriction on most gravel roads is four tons. Livestock semis and other trucks can weigh
upwards of 15 times the limit. Road commissioners have not invoked criteria #7 when a
producer proposes a location for siting a facility. This is the culture of rural government
interconnections.
A road commissioner who I interviewed, and who was not connected to the
livestock industry told me, “You expect a road commissioner to upset the apple cart,
after he already knows that plans are in place, and money’s been invested, you gotta
be nuts if you think he’s going to jeopardize himself, or his family, just for the sake of
. . . of, I mean, it’ll take more than a fifty people bitchin’ and moaning to change the
system.”
In Pike County there are many elderly people whose homesteads are only accessible
by gravel road. These elderly people are terrified to drive on these gravel roads because of
horrible conditions from the livestock trucks, and drivers coming over the top of a hill in large
semi-trailer trucks driving very fast. Gravel roads are too narrow for a livestock semi-trailer
truck and car to get passed each other without one vehicle yielding off (the side of) the road.
The elderly drivers must invariably yield since the “semi” might get stuck in the ditch if they
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did. This often leads to harrowing situations. Nobody I talked to was run off the road, but they
drove in fear and defensively on the gravel roads they must drive on every day.
The corporate culture of the folding corporation limits liability and further obscures
transparency. Ashwood, Diamond, and Thu (2013) have deemed “folding corporations” as a
new corporate framework, which integrates “family farms” into the neoliberal pork economy.
This corporate framework has provided a template for family farms to form, collapse, and
then reform new corporations. This template has been successful in protecting assets,
spreading out the implicit risk, and preserving local government reputations. Government
officials can increase protection of their self-interests behind corporate veils in the CAFO
business. When county board linkages are connected to “involuntary dissolutions” it raises
serious questions. Landscapes of power entanglements, as Escobar (2010) described, must be
analyzed in “real” moments of connection with those participating. However, I was not able
to uncover why many of these CAFOs are involuntarily dissolving; the high levels of distrust
in rural Illinois politics and beyond were palpable among interviewees. The Borrowman
brothers involuntarily dissolved their facility (see Figure 16), which became Blue Creek LLC,
the largest CAFO in Pike County, which has linkages to the county board chairman Andy
Borrowman and the very powerful Illinois pork multi-corporation, the Maschhoffs (see
Figures 17 and 18).
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Figure 16. Borrowman Brothers Involuntary Dissolution. Illinois Secretary of State
Corporate/LLC Certificate of Good Standing. (ILOS 2000)

Figure 17. Blue Creek LLC. New Canton, IL. Pike County 39°40.212' N, 91°8.116’ W, eye
alt 3,354 ft. Plotted CAFO and Political Linkages by Eric A. Sterling. (Google Earth, 2014c)
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Figure 18. Blue Creek LLC Close-Up of 300,000 sq. ft manure lagoon, New Canton, IL. Pike
County 39°40.079' N, 91°8.298’ W, eye alt 1,417 ft. Plotted CAFO, Blue Creek LLC Manure
Lagoon by Eric A. Sterling (Google Earth, 2014d)

Adams County
The proximity of Adams County to Iowa, Missouri, and Hancock County of Illinois
has provided intense livestock capital investment from many corporate interests (see Figure
20). There are three main corporate influences in the county that consistently promote the
economic benefits of industrial livestock facilities: Cargill, Professional Swine Management
(PSM), and Tri-Oak Foods. These corporations are invited to give presentations at county
board meetings, along with the Farm Bureau, the Illinois Pork Producers Association (IPPA),
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the Western Illinois Pork Producers (WIPP), the Illinois Soybean Association (ISA), and the
Illinois Corn Growers Association (ICGA) (Adams County Board 2014). WIPP operates
under the IPPA umbrella and is made up of pork producers from Hancock, Adams and Pike
Counties. These three counties have shown consistent expansion of large swine facilities.
Quincy Illinois, in Adams County is the central place for many county and tri-state
(Iowa/Missouri/Illinois) financial business dealings and transactions. This arrangement has
developed a cycle of capital investment and CAFO expansion. These corporations offer their
proprietary science and capital as a network to potential producers into the vertically
integrated CAFO industry.

Figure 19. Adams County Location. (World Atlas 2015; Illinois Secretary of State 2014a)
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The Adams County Board facilitates the expansion of the CAFO industry. The board
is 19 of 21 male, and 9 out of 21 members have linkages to industrial livestock production
(see Figure 20). The total percent of linkages countywide is 51 out of 159 facilities, a three to
one ratio (IDOA 2002, 2006a, 2006b, 2007, 2013; Adams County Board 2014b). Township
trustees, road commissioners, supervisors, and township clerks have linkages with the
livestock industry across the county.

Figure 20. Adams County Board Vested Interest. Board members with a personal or familial
vested interest in industrial livestock production and their LLC/Corporate linkages. (IDOA
2002, 2006a, 2006b, 2013; Adams County Board 2014b)
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I interviewed nine people in Adams County, eight of whom were opposed to these
facilities. Before entering the county, I shared excel spreadsheets and Google earth maps of
CAFOs in the county. Gatekeepers helped me triangulate the data with personal knowledge of
CAFO ownership and locations. Many times CAFOs keep a separate address from their
corporate one, and as the citizens helped me, we built a relationship before I entered the
county. Since I had only10 days in each county, lining up interviews was key. There was a
sense of intimidation because people worried about their jobs, business affairs, signing the
consent form and having the interview recorded. The respondents who initially resisted being
interviewed told me it was only because of my mapping project with the ICCAW, and the
trust I had built, that they were willing to take the risk. However, some felt uneasy about
doing it.
The citizens that live in rural Adams County want to enjoy the idyllic country
lifestyle. Residents like to sit out on their porch, and cherish the serenity of blue skies and
chirping birds while shooting the breeze. While doing participant observation in a rural
orchard, and other interviews in the area, I learned, you can be 100 feet upwind from 5,000
hogs and not smell it, but a half mile downwind can be mentally and physically disabling by
the horrifying and burning smell/sensation of odors. The livestock industry refutes these
claims, as they consistently state that odor technology greatly reduces the odor.
For Adams County the second biggest issue was the invasion of private property from
the smells of these CAFOs. This was discussed in tandem with their wish to increase the legal
setbacks of the facilities. At most of the public information meetings people loosely banded
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together to object to these facilities. Most were concerned with the issue of their own private
property, and most did not form a community alliance to combat the impending degradation
of their quality of life. One group loosely formed under the acronym (FARM), Families
Against Rural Messes, was able to get a facility size reduced by half. A few of the interviews
from Adams County came from this particular group, and they gave credit to one person, a
lawyer, who worked out a handshake deal to have the original size of the facility reduced by
half. I interviewed a lawyer who told me, “you don’t have to be a lawyer to negotiate your
own deal, but it certainly didn’t hurt.” In the past this lawyer had represented owners of
CAFOs, but suddenly found himself objecting to one being built three quarters of a mile from
his house. The issue with NIMBY was important to many interviewees, but it also shed light
on the injustices of “not in my backyard.” While interviewing people, the general consensus
was that “my backyard” was anything within one mile of their personal property. A few
grassroots activists detested the framing of NIMBY, and indicated that the term was steeped
in prejudice and racism. These activists claimed that NIMBY was connected to white
privilege concerns of keeping low-cost housing and low-income health clinics out of their
communities. They claimed the circle of concern has expanded to broader issues such as
health and environmental risk.
Citizens that owned or mortgaged their property did not have a problem with speaking
against a particular CAFO. People that rented their land did not want to get involved. Even if
they felt what was happening was unjust, they felt the intimidation of powerful landowners
that would raise their rent if they spoke out. A similar story came from people that had a
business, in that they decided to remain neutral.
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Back in 2010, a story was leaked to the Quincy Herald-Whig, that certain members of
the Adams county board or their relatives had signed a lease with wind farm developers. The
Adams County State's Attorney Jon Barnard went on the record (Hopf 2010) in warning any
board member that if they, or a family member, had any kind of financial interest related to
wind turbines, they should disclose it publicly and abstain from voting. Mark Peter (see
Figures 22 and 23) and John Brady did abstain from voting on the issue because of a vested
interest in the Ursa Farmers Co-Op (Adams County Board 2010).
A retired blue-collar worker told me, “I just don’t get why they don’t have to not vote
[abstain] on the CAFO issue.”
A township trustee told me, “No, I don’t think it’s right that they voted, and voted in
favor of the facility to boot, but I’m not going to say anything, I like my job, and I want to
keep my job.”
A small-scale farmer claimed,
This is ridiculous, where do they think we live, I mean, I work in Quincy,
official business is conducted there, but not like Springfield, why do you think
there are so few CAFOs in Sangamon county, because there, the officials have
to fill out their statements of economic purpose, they do recuse themselves
from voting on an issue where they have a stake, but not here, but what can we
do? . . . I’m not sure we can do anything.
Health impairment was also at the top of the list for most residents. People
stated that the hog manure was so incredibly strong and pungent, that they could smell
the chemicals in it. One cattle rancher stated “I grew up on a hog farm, and I’m here to
tell you that smell that we’re smelling isn’t manure, it’s chemicals, it’s ammonia, and
that burns your nostrils and upsets your mental state.” Many residents complained of
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Figure 21. Statement of Economic Interest for Mark Peter, 2014. (Adams County Clerk 2014)
Description: Mark Peter has a personal or familial vested interest as a Certified Livestock
Manager licensed to handle over 1,000 animal units in Adams County, also to the licensed
Commercial Swine Manure Hauling business known as Precision Pumping Inc., Mark Peter is
also on the breeder directory of Illinois as part of the national swine registry (see below
Figure 22). As an Adams County Board member and Public and Safety Chairmen he has an
ethical obligation to publicly declare these financial interests.
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Figure 22. Swine Registry Breeder Directory for Illinois. Mark Peter is the Public Health and
Safety Chairmen for the Adams County Board of Health, a County Board member, and is a
registered swine breeder in Illinois, which he did not declare on his statement of economic
interest (See Figure 21). (National Swine Registry 2014)

the smell inducing asthma like symptoms, coughing, irritated eyes, and general respiratory
problems. Since the Adams County health Department has linkages to CAFO ownership, and
the county board, the anxiety felt by the public is palpable. A blue collar worker from the
Quincy area stated, “come on, you really think they’re going to be honest with the public
about MRSA or swine flu, they would do just the opposite, they would sweep it under the rug,
like they have with PEDv.”
After the 1999 amendment to the LMFA, non-lagoon livestock facilities are not
supposed to be constructed within 400 feet of any natural depression in a karst area. One
citizen of Adams County took me on a tour of his property with a large sinkhole downhill
from a hog confinement.
A retired blue collar worker told me,
I’ve done my homework on this, this permeable karst topography won’t be able to
handle this . . . this economy of scale, they [the livestock industry] do a soil boring,
and say it isn’t karst, this whole area is karst, and the massive amounts of manure
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being applied on the land is, I mean, people have brought in experts, or they’ve come
out of the goodness of their heart, and the department of Ag, or from the county board,
do they listen to those experts, no they have selective hearing on which experts they
listen to.
Citizens also felt that is why there is no official documentation of impaired waterways
in the county. A small scale farmer told me, “no, the surface waters aren’t impaired, because
in the karst area, this manure drains down into the groundwater, that’s what karst topography
does, it drains.”
The main issue people have with the Adams County board officials who have a vested
interest in the CAFO industry is that they do not abstain from voting on a proposed facility at
county board meetings. I conducted a FOIA request on all county board members for their
statements of economic interest. No members of the county board declared any financial
linkage to the livestock industry in their statements of economic interest (SOEI). In fact, the
entire county board had nothing to declare at all. When I shared this information with people,
they stated that it seemed unjust. People felt that the state of Illinois should have more
oversight into the operations, procedures, and ethical issues of counties. The law states that
county board members are required to disclose their or family members’ financial stakes in
such facilities since they involve special permits and nutrient management plans.
With great frequency, swine CAFOs are located on the fringes of unincorporated rural
Illinois. These borders can be located between counties, townships, and municipalities.
Sometimes a municipality will straddle county borders, while a municipality straddles
township borders. In these ambiguous zones, corporate governmental jurisdictions and
regulations become blurred (Centner 2006). This system of uncertainty increases the difficulty
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in locating and then regulating these facilities. Addresses sometimes creep over the border, as
well as municipal public works services. The concept of ambiguity also becomes contested in
jurisdiction. In 2008, the PSM facility, High Power Pork LLC (see Figure 23), was sued by
the IEPA for spilling 90,000 gallons of liquid manure into Cedar Creek (Schneider 2014).
That spill, which occurred in Adams County, but very close to the border of Schulyer County,
ended up being combined with multiple infractions involving many PSM facilities.

Figure 23. High Power Pork LLC. La Prairie IL, Adams County. Map of High Power Pork
CAFO, Missouri Creek, and Red Color by Cedar Creek plotted by Eric A. Sterling. (Google
Earth 2014a)

In 2007, executives of the High Power Pork LLC testified at a public information
meeting (PIM) (IDOA 2007). This PIM was conducted to inform the Adams County Board
about the proposed facility in order to form a basis for their vote. The board’s vote is a nonbinding recommendation, and the IDOA makes the final determination. The FOIA of the High
Power Pork PIM transcript is replete with redactions and omissions. Deciphering incomplete
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redacted documents adds to the difficulty in exposing impropriety for the FOIA requester
(Kreimer 2008). Many portions of the transcript are reported as (inaudible). There is no record
of which company conducted the transcription, and there is very little record of the objector’s
statements. The inept records of that night’s PIM are juxtaposed with an account of increased
expansion of professional swine management facilities in the area.
During the PIM, representatives of Professional Swine Management (PSM), (the
proponents) portrayed the parent company as an environmentally untarnished corporation.
Part of the record in that FOIA was that the facility would house 8,000 head of swine greater
than 55 pounds, and 8,966 head of swine less than 55 pounds, for a total of 16,966 pigs.
County Board member Matt Obert testified, voicing his approval of the hog business, while
lobbying in favor of the facility (IDOA 2007). Since Obert has a vested interest in the
livestock industry and is a County board member, ethical obligations should have precluded
him from doing so. The culture of local government approval in large and risky swine CAFO
expansion only becomes apparent via a FOIA request.
The People v. Professional Swine Management of Hancock County case was settled
on April 13, 2011. Multiple spills and offenses were combined in a nine-count complaint with
all fines totaling a paltry $4,500. According to the final enforcement order from the IEPA,
numerous livestock facilities in several counties were charged together. Currently, there is no
public information on the IEPA website pertaining to the High Power Pork spill. The record
of the spill was expunged. On January 13, 2015, High Power Pork LLC filed a notice of intent
to construct a qualifying as “new” facility with 3,468.98 swine animal units (see Figure 24).
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Drawing public attention to these legal discrepancies and lack of transparency should propel
our purpose-driven work (Johnston 2007, 13-17; 2010).

Figure 24. High Power Pork LLC New Construction. (IDOA 2015 ; ISOS 2014 )

LaSalle County
The LaSalle County board (See Figure 25) contains 29 members, of whom 23 are
male, 6 are female. The county is mainly zoned for agriculture and sand mining. Over the
years, a few hog confinements were built in LaSalle County. After a public information
meeting (PIM) concerning a facility in the southern part of the county, things became so
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contentious that according to one county board member, “Neighbors weren’t speaking to
neighbors, the whole community was divided. So the county board kind of said, well, we
don’t want to see ‘that’ again, so when the next one came up, we didn’t have a hearing, and
that wasn’t good.” The county board has the discretion of whether to have a PIM without
being petitioned. However, according to one county board member, they felt, “The state is
going to grant it anyways, and we don’t need all the aggravation, and either do the citizens.”

Figure 25. LaSalle County Location. (World Atlas 2015; Illinois Secretary of State 2014d)

That decision was made in 2011, when the county board was lobbied by Kate
Hagenbuch, Illinois Soybean Association and an Illinois Pork Producers Association
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representative who stated that having a PIM would slow down the planned timeline, and the
county would in turn have to wait for the tax revenues. The County board voted (LaSalle
County Board 2011) against having the meeting 27 to 1. One county board member told me,
“Monty Whipple [LaSalle Farm Bureau Representative] and the Hagenbuch family
[agricultural lobbyists] told the board that if they had a public information meeting it would
put the project behind at least two months. They convinced the County Board that the
building of this project was great for the economy of LaSalle County.
After the fact, the public found out they missed the opportunity to share their opinions,
became upset, and the public duly noted the County Board’s error, and rumblings continued.
According to one LaSalle County board member, “some were actual relatives, and some
former hog farmers who were against large hog confinements, but we definitely heard about
it.” The analogy was that “They [the county board] had cheated, and now the game was under
protest.” The county board’s haste backfired. The public felt duped, and took to the old adage,
“Fool us once, shame on you, and fool us twice, shame on all of us.” The county board
member claimed, “In retrospect, we probably should have just gone through the motions, and
had the meeting, that one came back to bite us.”
The discontent was apparent, and the citizens essentially stopped CAFO expansion
dead in its tracks after that (see Figure 26). The County Board as a rule tries to avoid
confrontation, and citizens wanted the opportunity to confront potential large-scale hog
facilities. In the last three years, LaSalle County has had one facility expand, and no new
facilities constructed. Sand frac mining companies were “moving in” on the county and the
Farm Bureau had a new fight on their hands, keeping valuable agricultural land from being
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granted special use mining permits. The Farm Bureau was unexpectedly fighting side by side
with environmental activists and grassroots groups to fend off these absentee mining
conglomerates.

Figure 26. LaSalle County. LaSalle County IL, 41°17.831' N, 88°50.809’ W, 552 ft. 18
Plotted CAFOs by Eric A. Sterling. (Google Earth 2014b)

In 2011, Bruce and Paula Barr, who reside close to the border of LaSalle and Grundy
County (but inside Grundy), wanted to get their farm rezoned from agriculture-residential to
agricultural. The public rumor, which was leaked to local papers, was that the Barr’s wanted
to build a large hog farm. An outpouring of opposition from both LaSalle and Grundy County
mobilized against the rezoning and the imminent problems the potential CAFO would
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present. The Grundy County Regional Planning Commission, the Zoning Board of Appeals
(ZBA), and the County Board voted against the rezoning and Bruce Barr sued Grundy
County. In February of 2013, after a two-year battle, the Barr’s dropped the case.
In 2014, another border CAFO filed an intent to construct notification, this time on the
southwest side. The proposed CAFO by VMC Management would be constructed in Marshall
County, close to the border with LaSalle, and named Sandy Creek Lane LLC. The PIM
happened on April 17, 2014. It was a contentious meeting, and the citizens were highly
opposed to the Iowan corporation moving in on their community and precious Sandy Creek.
LaSalle County had been heavily resisting the large swine CAFO. One citizen told me, “That
really didn’t sit well with me, calling it Sandy Creek Lane.” The citizens countered by
mobilizing quickly, and formed the group, Save Our Sandy (SOS).
During the Sandy Creek PIM, the road commissioner of LaSalle County Larry Kinzer,
attempted to delegitimize criteria #7 (see Appendix D) of the LMFA by claiming it would
cost $480,000 for improvements to the Hope Township roads. He claimed that LaSalle
County would not see a dime, since the facility would lie just over the county border. A
sociologist from Illinois Valley Community College (IVCC) testified about the issues with
antibiotic resistance and MRSA (staph infection) strains associated with livestock, but those
concepts are not addressed in any of the criteria under the LMFA.
LaSalle citizens also testified that the prevailing easterly winds would expose them to
the brunt of the noxious odors emanating from the facility. The developers threatened a
lawsuit in September of 2014 against Marshall County Engineer Patrick Sloan after his
attempt to delegitimize criteria #7 (see Appendix D), for giving a negative review of their
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traffic plan, which is critical for the project (IDOA 2014b). Marshall County and its citizens
along with many LaSalle residents fully oppose the facility.
Also in the PIM, Mike Philips (LaSalle County Board member, IVCC faculty, and
Save our Sandy member), attempted to delegitimize criteria #4 (see Appendix D). He gave
expert geological testimony on soil borings, the soil in the area, and how the soil survey
indicated that the application of hog manure was not appropriate on local soils. Kate
Hagenbuch (Local and National Pork Board Representative) challenged his testimony and
blatantly showed the livestock industry representative biases.
In this meeting, and many others, Warren Goetsch represents the IDOA and Nic
Anderson represents the ILDG. Both Anderson and Goetsch are the two industry stakeholder
mainstays at these meetings. Warren Goetsch serves as the Bureau Chief of Environmental
Programs and is responsible for the administration, siting, and construction of livestock
management and waste handling facilities. During the Q & A, Anderson’s tactic is if he
notices an official getting grilled hard from a public testimony, or notices a heated argument,
he’ll step in and ask a bogus question he knows the answer to. He diffuses the situation and/or
changes the subject. According to Anderson and Goetsch, they are following the IDOA’s
mission, in keeping the PIM orderly. One IVCC faculty member and grassroots activist told
me, “It was obvious that Anderson already knew the answer to the questions he was asking,
the whole thing was like a theatre production.” This is the pattern in the 30 public information
meetings I researched. The circumvention model has revealed role-playing like type-casted
actors, positions of authority, control, and abrasiveness when dealing with the public.
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According to a lawyer interviewee, Nic Anderson, “He’s always there, either playing
the industry bully, or attempting to deflect a heated situation, but it’s obvious he’s getting
paid to be there and to intimidate the citizens.”
The Marshall County Board voted 11 to 1 in their non-binding, advisory
recommendation that the IDOA should deny the permit for the proposed Sandy Creek Lane
LLC, which is still pending. But the message has been clear; the citizens of LaSalle County
and faculty from the IVCC are ready, willing, and able to stand up for their beliefs: it has been
a county tradition with a long history of contestations coming from grassroots activists groups
such as Resident’s Against a Polluted Environment (RAPE), Conserve Our Rural Ecosystem
(CORE), Preserve Utica's Surrounding Habitat (PUSH), and Save our Sandy (SOS) (see
Figure 27).

Figure 27. One of the Save Our Sandy Signs in Southwest LaSalle County, IL. (Fieldwork
photo)
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Government transparency at the LaSalle County Board level is good. The Illinois
River Valley and its connection to the State Parks and more importantly the IVCC have
instilled a community of activism by scientists, citizens, and certain County Board/ZBA
members. This community framework is in stark contrast to the corporate “livestock
agribusiness as usual framework” of Pike and Adams County’s. In LaSalle County, CAFOs
have not been built or expanded in years.
Peoria County
The 18-member Peoria County board is well diversified with regards to ethnicity and
gender. There are thirteen males (one black) and five females (two black). My research has
not found any linkages to the CAFO industry. The website pertaining to county board politics
and procedures was the most transparent and accessible in the four county study. The
industrial-scale livestock industry has mainly kept operations out of Peoria County (see
Figure 28). I was only able to interview four people within the county, and two did not have
knowledge of any CAFOs at all. The two that had heard about CAFOs were random farmers I
met at farmers markets. The other two who were unaware of the CAFO issue were a member
of the NAACP and a Sierra Club organizer. With the looming election in November 2014
most of the talk in the county was regarding candidates and the issues. The NAACP has some
influence in the county, and were advocating for more diversity in hiring police and
firefighters.
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Figure 28. Peoria County Location. (World Atlas 2015; Illinois Secretary of State 2014c)

The livestock industry follows the path of least resistance, and the activists group Families
Against Rural Messes (FARM) has developed a resistance inside the county against large
livestock facilities. Most of the CAFOs are found over the border on the north, east, and west
sides (Figure 29). The Sierra Club Beyond Coal and other campaigns have been working
diligently to close the outdated E.D. Edwards coal plant, but to no avail. In early September of
2014, The Peoria City/County Health Department sent a letter to the E.D Edwards plant
asking about its future plans. Activist groups have worked with county and city officials to
close the plant. The River walk and many parks dominate the landscape of the City of Peoria
(see Figure 30).
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Figure 29. Peoria County. Peoria County IL, 40°46.538' N, 89°45.087’ W, eye alt. 29.88
miles. 45 Plotted CAFOs in Peoria County, Illinois. by Eric A. Sterling. (Google Earth 2014e)
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Figure 30. Options for Recreational Activities in Peoria County, IL. (Fieldwork photo, 2014)

Discussion
For industrial agribusiness, bigger is always better, and more efficient. Robert Netting
(1993, 11-12) claimed that smallholders are more attached to the land, more ecologically
resourceful in using fewer external inputs, and retreat from high environmental risk capital
ventures. The small scale farmers and ranchers in my research distinguished themselves from
the extravagant methods innate in vertically integrated corporate agribusiness such as large
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swine confinements. Under conditions of market pressures, and the penetration of a market
economy both industrial and smallholder practices are expanding. The smallholder option has
proven to be an economically efficient, ecologically sustainable, and socially amalgamative
for local food producers (Adams 2011, 175-176). Large swine facilities have expanded with
the assured economic success of exportation and intensive capital investment.
What emerged in the thesis was that contesters of large CAFOs came from within the
farming community, such as cattle ranchers (see Figure 31) and small-scale farmers.
According to Arturo Escobar, political ecology’s purpose is the construction of a sustainable
future in the interweaving of nature and culture (Escobar 1999). This is the same point the
smallholders made, but stakeholders and policy makers are not hearing that position. Political
ecology must offer policy alternatives to the currently expanding intensive-scale livestock
industry. Barbara Rose Johnston (2011) explained that social justice as part of political
ecology aspires to alter the decision-making structures, and to encourage people living with
problems in order to gain greater control over identifying the themes of the crisis.
Home Rule politics has had an important impact on the counties in my research. In
LaSalle County, municipalities have annexed land with sand mining companies.
Municipalities and counties have used home rule to increase machinery and industrial scale
operations. Through a community rights alliance, citizens from certain counties have shunned
the regulatory arena where they feel it is impossible to be effective (Osterberg and Kline
2014). Community rights alliances have been exercising their inalienable right to local selfgovernment and forcing the skirmish onto an unanticipated front (Simonelli 2014).
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Community rights alliance advocates argue that their rights should not be lowered by
restraints placed on their local governments by larger ones.

Figure 31. Pasture-Raised Cattle. Pasture-raised cattle ranchers that I interviewed were
harshly opposed to CAFOs. These ranchers claimed that cattle raised on grass build topsoil,
promote seed generation, and provide the means for a functioning grassland ecosystem.

CHAPTER 7
THEORIZATION
In Pike and Adams Counties, powerful local officials have utilized a tacit home rule to
their own advantage. This tacit social “contract” is associated and carried out through
symbolic and material privilege via vested interest (Bourdieu 1991, 180). The social controls
of the elite keep contestations at bay. As powerful agricultural interests expand, their power
and control over the ordinary citizens becomes stronger. The thwarting of potential
contestations increases the tacit home rule. State legitimized powers over local governments
are separate and distanced from the citizens’ right of local, community self/home-rule.
Illinois has more than 6,600 units of local government, more than any other state in
the nation (Costin 2013). This has allowed for increased home-rule to local governments that
rely on property tax for revenue. Rural areas are especially vulnerable since property owners
contribute to the revenues that provide for local government services. When there is a conflict
of interest within county board politics and industrial livestock production, citizens receive
the risks, but few of the benefits. In juxtaposition, county board officials receive most of the
benefits, but few of the risks. Since county boards encompass many local governmental units,
many times it is quite difficult to address a particular problem (Chambers 1985, 162-163). As
different committees provide services for the county, exercising their democratic right as
citizens to be watchdogs of the county becomes an extremely daunting task. County boards
get presentations and reports from corporations and from road commissioners, the health
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department, the assessor’s office, and the soil and water conservation district. In rural areas
there are heavy linkages between government positions and vested interests in industrial
agriculture LLCs/corporations.
People that hold positions in the Farm Bureau have agendas that are tied to corporate
interests, and there are only a few key corporate stakeholders in the integrated hog
confinement system in Illinois. Almost all of the hogs in Pike County are owned by the
Maschhoffs. They have completely dominated the county and essentially driven out the
competition with their connection to key county board stakeholders. The Borrowmans and the
Bradshaws, two of the most powerful families in Pike County, have opened the floodgates for
the Maschhoffs to do business in the county.
One blue collar grassroots activist told me, “When I was a kid, and back then
everybody owned hogs, I never thought I’d see the day when one company
would own all of the hogs in Pike County, but as far as I know that they came
and went many years ago, but the Maschhoffs run this county now.”
The Illinois livestock industry had 146 notices of intent to construct filed with the
Illinois Department of Agriculture in 2014, the most ever in one year (IDOA 2015). The
previous record for the highest number of notices of intent to construct was 142 in 2007
(Mitchell 2014). A notice of intent to construct is the initial paperwork that a livestock
producer must submit to begin the process of building or expanding a livestock site according
to the Livestock Management Facilities Act (LMFA). The Farm Bureau, Illinois Corn
Marketing Board (ICMB), and the Illinois Pork Producers Association (IPPA) commit a
considerable amount of funding to livestock promotion. ICMB also works with the Illinois
Soybean Association (ISA), the IPPA, and the Illinois Livestock Development Group (ILDG)
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to name a few. These agencies network continuously through conferences, farm bureau
meetings, and other social arrangements. Their ideology on livestock policy is to promote
larger facilities (Durrenberger and Thu, 1997). As these groups work in conjunction to
facilitate CAFO expansion, they have provided a blueprint for navigating the permitting
process (Fry et al. 2014; Sneeringer and Key 2011).
When investors make plans to build a new livestock facility or expand an existing one,
they follow the path of least resistance. While combating expansion, grassroots activists
infrequently celebrate victories. The intensive livestock industry frequently celebrates
victories, and a multitude of facilities are constructed without opposition. There are
approximately 30,000 pending hogs (uncontested) to be placed in Pike County in the near
future. Having close to a total of 275,000 hogs in the county when the entire county is defined
(as) karst topography, and expanding, defies sustainability. There are no public information
meetings being held, the county board does not make their board meeting minutes available
online, and 5 of 9 of the county board members have a vested interest in the CAFO business.
Society and hegemonic power relationships are most closely intertwined in this realm of
governmental conduct. This template for maintaining power has been carried through the
modern corporate politician (Foucault 1991; Curran 2001). Policy uses technocratic
development inside the framework of the LMFA to expand large swine CAFO facilities
(Rafael Harun and Ogneva-Himmelberger 2013).
My study of four county governments analyzed how power legitimates the increasing
methods of local “home rule.” The research hoped to illuminate previously hidden aspects of
neoliberal government policies implemented by rural conservative decision makers (Little
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2007; Simonelli 2014). Local power provides the implementation of policy through dispersed
nodes of interaction from the state and federal levels (T. Mitchell 1999). That is how the state
legitimizes its power under the umbrella of the federal government; they occur through these
dispersed nodes such as county board members, road commissioners, and township trustees.
Inside the state of Illinois there are 102 separate counties that each execute their own
local level of power through a variety of bureaus and organizations (Costin 2013). Modern
industrial agriculture, with its mantra that efficiency of scale is the only way to compete on
the global level, becomes detached from its job as self-regulator and becomes full-time
promoter (Centner 2006). Local policymakers and powerful community leaders acting as
elected governmental officials incorporate this agenda into their plans for economic
prosperity.
The model of contemporary farming has become a legitimizing factor in the choices
made by local politicians (Comito et al. 2013; Sneeringer and Key 2011). Local practice and
implementation offers the livestock industry the opportunity to rationalize notions about the
illusion that they are environmental stewards. Through the legitimization of the LMFA during
public information meetings, which are for the purpose of giving the county board a transcript
to analyze, there becomes a social distance created between government officials with
linkages to CAFOs and the public that opposes them. As local governments implement the
policies of the state, their organizations and bureaucracies effectively negotiate to maintain
the status quo of modern industrialized livestock agriculture.

CHAPTER 8
APPLICATION
Antonio Gramsci (2010, 203) stated that research should move in the direction and
sphere of hegemony relative to ethical, corporate, and political concerns. Gramsci (2010, 204)
claimed that there is an economic and corporate phase of the state. By studying and exposing
the illegal/unethical behavior of these institutions there may emerge the possibility for
transformation. County boards operate as authoritative figures in local governmental
proceedings. In Pike and Adams counties not one county board member filled out their
statement of economic interest properly. They found each question to be not applicable to
their financial interests, and claimed that the vagueness of the wording did not require they it.
Interviewees found this dumbfounding, but in reality corporations and lenders use laws and
regulations to legitimatize their private economic growth, while implementing public policy
and eschewing their ethical public obligations.
The public found the lack of transparency completely ridiculous and feels little trust in
their local government officials (Grimmelikhuijsen et al. 2013). But people contesting CAFOs
in these counties (Adams and Pike) fear the retaliation of those in power. That is why there is
such a level of intimidation in sparsely populated counties, everybody knows everybody.
Large landowners may raise their rent, or put out the word that individual stakeholders should
boycott the businesses of objectors of a particular CAFO, for opposing economic
development in the county. Economic interests and agribusiness sustainability schemes, and
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the manifold histories of agricultural development designs are the blend from which new
sustainability schemes arise (Li 2007). Unless there is outside intervention, history will
repeat. One method of intervention that has been effective in contesting CAFO expansion
comes in the form of nuisance lawsuits (Osterberg and Melvin 2002; Middleton and Speer
2011).
Michael Chibnik (2011) argued that local groups could extricate themselves from a
trap of shared commons in certain situations. Researchers must recognize successful victories
in citizens’ fight for commons management. Chibnik stated that important causal mechanisms
should be connected to large-scale statistical studies, with special attention to particular cases.
One particular case in the CAFO fight came in December of 2014. The case involved the
Arkansas Canoe Club, the Buffalo River Watershed Alliance, the National Parks
Conservation Association, and The Ozark Society (via Earthjustice) suing Cargill for trying to
obtain financial backing for a large-scale swine facility in karst topography. The Court agreed
and filed a one-year injunction under the National Environmental Policy Act and until then
Cargill cannot get a guarantee on the loan (Repanshek 2014). Grassroots activists are
reframing and reclaiming their communities under this new model of self-rule (Simonelli
2014; Osterberg and Kline 2014). Cargill, the Maschhoffs, Professional Swine Management,
and Tri-Oak Foods are all currently expanding in sensitive karst topography in rural Illinois,
no challenges to their loans yet, but the precedent has been set.
As Laura Nader (1969) described in “Up the Anthropologist-Perspectives Gained from
Studying Up” this thesis exposes the county power and affluence of corporations and
governments that work secretly in their own interests. Nader was astounded back in 1969 by
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the US citizen’s lack of knowledge for such a “legalistic county.” She wrote about how the
Zapotecs have access to, and know how to use that access, unlike US citizens. Law is a
cultural domain, and understanding how culture operates through legal interconnections in
context is crucial (Bourdieu 1987; Geertz 1983, 14; Rosen 2006, 4-5). Political ecology must
take into account these many human aspects on the environment (Biersack 2006).
Lawyers can/do make all the difference (Adam 2012; Centner 2010; Diamond 2006;
Tai 2012) in a political ecology framework. Working in concert with lawyers in an applied
archivist and political ecology approach can open avenues for increased effectiveness in
contesting CAFOs, fracking, and coal-fired power plants. Justice requires leaning toward
“applied action” where obvious malfeasance is being perpetrated upon the public from
government and corporations linked together without transparency (Durrenberger 2014;
Goldschmidt 2001; Little 2007; Scheper-Hughes 2009). According to CAFO advocates, they
present slight local human threat, which is hotly debated as indicated throughout the thesis.
The non-corporate scientists claim huge local and nonlocal threats, but on the grand scheme,
“locally” there are few watchdogs, few complainers. There are a few groups in the Midwest
US currently fighting against CAFO expansion and various other causes. The power of the
FOIA, legislative and regulative action-training and working with or networking with activists
groups can only hope to bolster the defense to those contesting environmental injustices.

CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION
There have been varied social science studies analyzing the deleterious effects of
industrial agriculture, but few anthropologists in particular have examined local county
government and corporate collusion and the resulting impropriety. When comparing linkages
and expansion in the four county study, I hypothesized that in the swine inundated counties,
local government bodies and agents exhibit noticeable political influence from the livestock
industry. I argue that my hypothesis has been verified. The research indicates that Pike and
Adams Counties have considerable board member vested interest linkages and CAFO
expansion has ensued. My research revealed the linkages between county board political
power and their corporate or LLC involvement. Pike County does not make their board
meeting minutes available online, which is out of compliance with the law. Adams County
provides their meeting minutes indicating that county board members with a vested interest in
the intensive livestock industry still vote in favor of expansion without transparency of said
interest. The problem is that these county board members use the law to legitimate capital
investment and CAFO expansion. For collusion to work, they must protect these undisclosed
practices from being revealed. This provides a very intimidating sociocultural scenario for the
residents who contest. Pike and Adams County citizens are afraid to “speak out” against
CAFO expansion since they fear retaliation. Citizens that have CAFOs built in close
proximity to their property are angered by the permitting system and feel helpless without
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possible recourse. In comparison, LaSalle and Peoria Counties have little vested interest or
connections, and have seen virtually no expansion. LaSalle County citizens are quite vocal
about it, and Peoria County citizens are largely ambivalent.
The current food system manufactures inexpensive food, but at massive public costs.
The economic externalities of the current industrial swine production system are perpetrated
upon impoverished rural areas in Illinois in a variety of ways. These include air and water
pollution, health risks, the social division of communities, and increased social stratification.
Considering the amount of pollution and social degradation connected to rapid expansion
from livestock farming in Illinois, this research on the linkages between corporate
agribusiness and county board politics fills a gap previously overlooked by anthropologists.
Political purpose research involves unveiling those secrets. The very essence of being a public
figure implies openness, transparency, and accountability. My mapping (geography), FOIA
requests (archivist), relationship building (ethnography) and documentation of vested interest
linkages to the livestock industry is meant to challenge political ecologists with regards to
research questions, methods, and results. Political ecology should include researching politics,
law, regulatory critique, and education. In this thesis, it has been my attempt to augment the
anthropological literature on rural political networks of industrial livestock culture. This thesis
expands the anthropological literature on industrial agriculture by merging many disciplines
and their research methods that were formally bound to their own camps (schools of thought;
theories).
Aletta Biersack (2006) and Arturo Escobar (2010) contend that political ecology
cannot afford to relinquish realism. The collusion and impropriety in county board politics is
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a real phenomenon with real stakeholders. The threat of a swine flu pandemic is also real. The
copious risks involved are also real. My research uses political ecology to unveil power
linkages, in a practical and pragmatic way. As linkages between these nodes of government
and corporation continue its course, every effort should be made to connect and name the
linkages to provide a full cycle of explication (Johnston 2005). The research does name many
government officials with a personal or family vested interest in the industrial livestock
industry. For Pike and Adams Counties, this has been done without transparency.
For the most part, this “collusion and impropriety” work has been mainly conducted
by legal anthropologists such as Laura Nader, archivists such as David H. Price, and in the
public expose styled research on organ transplant sales by Nancy Scheper-Hughes. There has
not been much coverage involving industrial agriculture via political ecology or other fields in
anthropology. As far as ecology, there is a significant issue with respect to ecosystem
pollution and disease from industrial agriculture. Policy, politics, and ideology intrinsic to the
system become complicit. Walter Goldschmidt called these the social controls of the elite. To
understand agribusiness, my research aimed to understand the local practice of policy
implementation. Within the rural county board cultural context, perceptions of the livestock
industry can only be known with reference to the economic, ideological, and cultural forces
they are linked with. They are embedded in the cultural model of the CAFO business.
Political ecology theorists have written at great deal about finding and exposing the
vested interests, connections, interconnections, affiliations, articulations, and linkages
(Kottack 1999; Escobar 1999; Biersack 2006) in their research. Their advice was heeded in
South America, but has yet to garner much support in the US. Anthropology often finds itself
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in opposition with the dominant hegemony of land-grant agricultural schools and the
economic machine of capitalism and neoliberalism. The question considering connections and
articulations for political ecologists should be--how transparent are those interconnections and
linkages? Was it public or did the researcher have to “go digging,” through the process of a
FOIA request. My thesis will hopefully engage and penetrate the system to increase
transparency for industrial livestock stakeholders in rural Illinois, in order to enhance the
public understanding of the system for the people I worked with and the public at large.
The key is to apply the research in a way that gets results. What has worked for some
contesting groups has been a multi-disciplinary approach in networking with lawyers and
activists groups to find new legal avenues through various lawsuits, referenda, community
rights alliances, and education. Working with grassroots groups, in tandem with lawyers, and
entering evidence of regulatory flaws has been part of my research. Training citizens for
public testimony and to become “citizen scientists” can also be effective. Training citizens
can be in the form of personal journals, water and air testing, photographs, and increased
awareness through mobilized community networks. It can also come from the application of
political ecology archival work. The application of my research has been through public
testimony, Op-Ed Pieces, press contact, public education, and by mapping large CAFOs
county by county on Google Earth.
I hope to extend the findings to be part of the public knowledge to better advocate for
the general population at large and the communities being impacted. This implies more legal
scrutiny of local politicians’ statements of economic interest and government proceedings in
general. Anthropological research is needed with environmental stewards to give a
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stakeholder policy voice to grass-fed cattle ranchers, deer hunting outfitters, fishing and canoe
groups, vegetable farmers, orchard owners, and forest rangers for other potential solutions to
financially sustainable and “ecologically sound” practices. These are the ethno-ecologists with
special knowledge.
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The Illinois legislature adopted the Livestock Management Facilities Act (LMFA) and
its eight criteria were set forth in the 1996 Act (ILCS 1996) to set standards for the design,
construction, and maintenance of livestock waste handling facilities (IDOA 2014b).
Administrative protocols and regulatory rules of the LMFA come from the Illinois
Department of Agriculture (IDOA). The rules provide few opportunities for contesting large
CAFOs to be sited in local communities. If there is a public information meeting (PIM),
citizens get to air their concerns but they have no authority. When they get the rare
opportunity to make a comment on the record in a PIM, it is done at the bequest of the county
board.
Once a notice of intent to construct (NOITC) a livestock facility has been submitted
to the IDOA, the county has 30 days to request a PIM. With the NOITC, the IDOA sends a
copy of the “notice” to the respective county boards and publishes a public notice in a local
newspaper. At that time, the county board may make non-binding recommendations about
industrial livestock policy within its borders.
The county board has three options: 1) they can request a meeting on their own, 2)
wait to see if the public petitions them (75 signatures of registered county voters within 30
days), and make a recommendation, or 3) do nothing. Without public pressure, the county
board usually will not request a PIM. In 2014, there were 146 facilities built or expanded, and
only three PIMs (IDOA 2015). Gathering signatures to oppose a facility is intimidating when
significant economic and political interests are involved. These meetings are meant to inform
the county board the findings of fact from the industry, and note grievances from the public in
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order to make an advisory, non-binding recommendation to the Illinois Department of
Agriculture concerning the facility's construction.
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Semi-Structured Interview Questions
QUESTIONNAIRE (to be recorded)
First of all, I want to reiterate that this interview will be completely confidential.
If there is any question you’d prefer not to answer, just indicate so, and I’ll move on to
the next one.
Part 1: Grand Tour
• Tell me about your family/personal history in the area?
probe . . how long, where, what?
• What do you do for a living?
• Did your relatives preserve land for current generation of farmers or tell stories about
that?. . . . and what were their methods?
Probe . . What stories . . what methods . . tell me more . .
Part 2: Behavior
• Tell me about your daily/seasonal/yearly activities?
• Does your current life differ from what it was like before?
• Do government programs influence your farming/lifestyle?
Probe …
• Are you active in the community?
• Do you belong to any groups/clubs?
Part 3: Issues
• Agriculture needs to be profitable, do you think size matters?
• Have you noticed any changes in your local environment?
Probe . . . water quality, smells, respiratory problems, manure land application issues, fish
kills.
• How do you feel about CAFOs?
• Has there been expansion of CAFOs in your area? Nearby? Do Approve/disapprove?
• Do you have an opinion on the setback rules concerning the proposal of large hog
CAFOs? Too close?
• What do you think is the cause/s of such changes?
• Has your real estate value been affected?
• Have there been social conflicts?
• Have you noticed any changes in your local government?
• Who are the LLCs and corporations influencing county government politics?
• Is the Livestock Management Facilities Act (LMFA) permit process working?
Unanswered questions from the act? Probe . . opinions?
• Is proximity to CAFOS a NIMBY issue?
•
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Part 4: Contestation
• How do you think changes concerning CAFOs could be implemented? If yes, do you
know of any possible solution/s?
• Do you know of any solution/s to similar problems that other grassroots organizations
have adopted?
• Do you know if they were successful?
• Why do you think they were successful or failed?
• Is the local government transparent?
• Who are the powerful local government officials? Probe . . are they connected to livestock
production?
• How about environmental/ecological concerns? Why?
• REGARDING ALL CAFO CONCERNS . . . . . . .
• What do you think is the role of local county government? . . . Probes [here and
below] . . . any feelings or thoughts?
• What do you think is the role of state government/agencies?
• What do you think is the role of National government/agencies?
• What do you think is the role of corporation/LLC?
• What do you think is the role of individual or family farmers?
Part 5: Solutions
• Whose responsibility is it to keep land, air and water resources healthy in this area? Why?
• What changes could/should happen to modify the CAFO expansion issue?
• Do you think that it is possible to change policies in your area? Probe . . do you think it is
possible to change politics as usual? How?
• Should county board members with a vested interest in a particular business
abstain from voting on proposed similar projects? Why or why not?
• Would you consider running for local government/higher position?
Part 6: Recap and Conclusion
• Can you explain why you have resisted or supported CAFO expansion?
• What would make change your mind?
• What do you think about the future of your county in the near term? long term?
• Are you a “go with the flow” type of person?
Penultimate Question
What question should I have asked?
Final Question:
•

Social researchers’ mission is to produce knowledge from people as a public good, what
do you think are the most important things we need to know/learn surrounding the CAFO
issue? Why?
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Livestock Management Facilities Act’s Eight Siting Criteria for New Construction (IDOA
2014b)
(1)

Whether registration and livestock waste management plan certification requirements, if
required, are met by the notice of intent to construct.

(2)

Whether the design, location, or proposed operation will protect the environment by
being consistent with this Act.

(3 ) Whether the location minimizes any incompatibility with the surrounding
area=character by being located in any area zoned for agriculture where the county has
zoning or where the county is not zoned, the setback requirements established by this
Act are complied with.
(4)

Whether the facility is located within a 100-year floodplain or an otherwise
environmentally sensitive area (defined as an area of karst area or with aquifer material
within 5 feet of the bottom of the livestock waste handling facility) and whether
construction standards set forth in the notice of intent to construct are consistent with the
goal of protecting the safety of the area.

(5)

Whether the owner or operator has submitted plans for operation that minimize the
likelihood of any environmental damage to the surrounding area from spills, runoff, and
leaching.

(6)

Whether odor control plans are reasonable and incorporate reasonable or innovative
odor reduction technologies given the current state of such technologies.

(7)

Whether traffic patterns minimize the effect on existing traffic flows.

(8)

Whether construction or modification of a new facility is consistent with existing
community growth, tourism, recreation, or economic development or with specific
projects involving community growth, tourism, recreation, or economic development
that have been identified by government action for development or operation within one
year through compliance with applicable zoning and setback requirements for populated
areas as established by this Act.

